
OPA EPA Email Correspondence Received from November 17-December 3, 2021 

Note: This is a log of emails received following the City Council public hearing on 
November 16, 2021. Therefore, the log begins on November 17, 2021. Any emails that 
are received after publication of this attachment on December 3, 2021 will be shared 
with staff and City Council and will receive acknowledgment of receipt and 
consideration. Any updates to this PDF will be noted here.  



From: Mark Dinan <mark.dinan@gmail.com> 
Date: November 17, 2021 at 7:47:39 AM PST 
To: Patrick Heisinger <pheisinger@cityofepa.org> 
Cc: Jaime Fontes <jfontes@cityofepa.org>, Carlos Romero <cromero@cityofepa.org>, Ruben Abrica 
<rabrica@cityofepa.org> 
Subject: OPA 

  
City Leaders,  
 
It is truly a disgrace that the city did zero outreach to homeowners before trying to slam through the 
OPA ordinance. The groups listed under outreach in last night's meeting did not include any white, asian, 
indian, or hispanic homeowners.  
 
Listing the Rotary Club as an outreach contact is ridiculous. The majority of members of this Rotary Club 
are not EPA residents, but live in Los Altos, Menlo Park, and other peninsula cities. 
 
This is a bad, poorly thought out ordinance and it reflects extremely badly on the city that you tried to 
get it passed into law on the downlow, only contacting people you knew would be in favor of it before 
bringing it up in a meeting. This kind of blatant dishonesty in the process is extremely upsetting and you 
should be ready for intense community blowback due to your actions.  
 
--  
Mark Dinan 
650-796-5035 
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From: Grace Popple 
Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2021 10:19 AM 
To: Karen Camacho 
Subject: Outreach to EPA homeowners ahead of the December 7th EPA City Council meeting 
 
Hello Karen,  
 
Thank you so much for your presentation last night at the EPA city council meeting, and the one I just 
watched this morning from October 5th that I missed the first time around (!). 
 
I saw the list of community organizations that you have been consulting in your work, here extracted 
from your October 5th presentation: 
 

 
I think the only one of these that I might personally be eligible to join is the Rotary Club of East 
Bayshore. I looked it up and to join it I would need to attend 2 meetings, apply and (fingers crossed) be 
accepted as a member, and pay $200/year in dues. 
 
Is there any other way that I could engage in the consultation process with you? Or is there still time for 
me to pay that money and be consulted through Rotary? 
 
Also I am a member of two Facebook Groups, "East Palo Alto Neighbors", which has 7,900 members that 
include people who live and work in EPA or own property there, and "Homeowners in East Palo Alto" 
which is much smaller (458 members) but more focused on homeowners. I'm also a member of the 
Nextdoor group "Pulgas Gardens" which is for a subset of East Palo Alto but connects to a wider set of 
local Nextdoor groups.  
 
Do you need any help getting a message out of any consultation opportunities to any of these groups? 
I'm not the leader or moderator of any of them but as a concerned citizen I am keen to amplify any 
message you have welcoming input and I would be happy to post details of how to attend a focus group 
or town hall session on this proposal. 
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Thanks again for pulling all the information together on these TOPA/COPA proposals for EPA and for 
asking all the questions with which you were peppered by the councilmembers last night. I'm sure it was 
a high-stress evening for you and you remained calm and helpful throughout - thank you. 
 
Grace Popple   
617-821-5302 
--  
 



From: Linda Lin <linda_xiaolan@yahoo.ca>
Date: November 17, 2021 at 3:07:41 PM PST
To: Carlos Romero <cromero@cityofepa.org>
Subject: Please postpone the EPA OPA

Dear Mayor and Council Members:

I am a housing provider of East Palo Alto. I have a deep concern about the EPA OPA. I
highly suggest City to postpone the vote until you meet with stakeholders to reevaluate
the appraisal, process and align with realistic real estate transactions.

Thanks,

Linda Lee

Sent from my iPhone
CAUTION: This e-mail originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you validate the sender and know the content is safe.
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From: Carol Li <cli@compass.com>
Date: November 17, 2021 at 2:41:20 PM PST
To: Carlos Romero <cromero@cityofepa.org>
Cc: Lisa Yarbrough-Gauthier <lgauthier@cityofepa.org>, Regina Wallace-Jones
<rwallacejones@cityofepa.org>, "Antonio D. Lopez" <alopez@cityofepa.org>, Ruben
Abrica <rabrica@cityofepa.org>, Patrick Heisinger <pheisinger@cityofepa.org>
Subject: We are being discriminated when you are angry at the new residents and
housing providers in EPA


Hello EPA City Councillors,

We were angry when you said last night that you are angry with the new
residents in EPA and the homeowners who provide housing to the tenants
in EPA.

We have been responsive housing providers for over 10 years in EPA. We
spend lots of money and time to maintain the property and to keep the
tenants living in a better life. Almost all of the tenants live in our rental
properties for 10 years and raise 5-6 kids. One of the guys was in his
late 20th when he and his family moved in with 3 kids, now 5. 2 of them
are in college without paying tuition . He said he grew up in EPA and
never wanted to work as he enjoys having more kids and enjoys his
lifetime section8 program! His monthly rent is only $100-$200 for many
years.

We are full time working parents, we work 6 days a week to support our
children and to pay for the mortgage and assist their college tuition. We
were babysitters, house cleaners, washing dishes in kitchens, waiters,
handyman, etc., I was a tenant and I only had $80 dollars when I came to
the US to study. I worked full time at $4 per hour while I was at school. My
English was poor so I learned how to speak on TV and at the grocery
market. I saved the money I made in babysitting as downpayment to
purchase a house in EPA in 2010 and provided housing to the tenants.

We are working very hard by using our hands to make a living . We  do
not usually travel, We do not spend money to buy drinks or go out to eat,
we can not afford to have more children. We are  saving money to fix EPA
. We also suffer loss of rent as one tenant family has not paid any rent for
almost one year! My husband just lost job recently and we are facing a
financial crisis because of the mortgage in EPA and maintenance. 
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We are being treated unfairly and insulted by you when you claim that you
are angry and against the new residents in EPA and the housing providers
to the people in EPA. The tenants  are the people that need EPA city
councillors's help to build more affordable housing! 

Housing providers are being discriminated against by you~ Carlos Romeo.
As a housing provider we are trying our BEST to build a better community
in EPA! Don't you think the EPA is becoming a better community now? 

Regards,

Gang Cu/Juan
Housing provider for EPA residents



From: Uhila Makoni <umakoni@gmail.com>
Date: Wednesday, November 17, 2021 at 3:46 PM
To: Rachel Horst <rhorst@cityofepa.org>
Cc: Karen Camacho <kcamacho@cityofepa.org>
Subject: Re: COPA/TOPA Community Feedback Follow-up Meeting

Hi Rachel,

Do you anticipate that it'll be next week or the following week? Is there a link on the city's website
to the proposed ordinance or any related material?

Will the upcoming meeting be an opportunity to add community feedback to the proposed
ordinance?

Best regards,

Uhila 

From: Uhila Makoni <umakoni@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2021 12:41 PM
To: Rachel Horst <rhorst@cityofepa.org>
Cc: Karen Camacho <kcamacho@cityofepa.org>
Subject: COPA/TOPA Community Feedback Follow-up Meeting

Hi,

I'm inquiring when the COPA/TOPA Community Feedback Meeting is scheduled?

Thanks,

Uhila
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From: Grace Popple
To: Rachel Horst
Subject: Question on implementation of the timeline in a multiple offer situation
Date: Wednesday, November 17, 2021 8:49:31 AM
Attachments: Screen Shot 2021-11-16 at 10.34.37 PM.png

Hi Rachel! Thanks for speaking last night. It was a long, and informative, meeting!

Referring to the timeline that was presented. Second row, orange boxes!

What happens here in a multiple offer situation?

How it usually happens with a sale of a property like the ones we primarily have in EPA is that
the property is staged and listed for sale, and shown across perhaps two weekends of open
houses. A date for bids to come in is issued (likely at first listing, in the "agent remarks"), and
perhaps several people bid on the property by that date.

The selling agent presents the bids to the seller at that bid deadline, who may choose to issue
counter offers to one or more of the bidders, to improve the terms (speed up the sale!), get
what they need for rent-back, get a higher price, etc. Then those counter offers are issued to the
bidders and they choose whether to bid again or not.

The bidders may issue a counter back accepting the terms from the seller but the seller still
needs to choose. Usually that pushes the seller into contract with one of the bidders within a
day or two since all these bid steps "explode" after a day or two.

In the new EPA process, at what point does this bid-and-counter process explode out to the
yellow and purple boxes? Which of the various offers received to-date gets shared with the
PEPs? And is it true that the seller has to wait for the whole 10 days (30 days for a property
with an ADU) in the case that none of the PEPs submits a matching (or otherwise attractive)
offer, before they can enter into a contract with a 3rd party buyer? Where is the path shown
where the purchase track moves back into the 3rd party path? In this case, if the buyer with the
strongest bid is in a 1031 exchange scenario and needs to go faster to be able to close the deal,
is the seller able to appeal to anyone to shorten the timeline for the PEPs to make a decision on
whether to bid to match or not? How can the seller keep multiple buyer offers open if their
timing/terms differ?
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Also there is a fairly common habit of accepting a "backup offer" from a 3rd party seller who
misses out on going into contract, so if the contract can't be delivered on by the buyer, the
backup offer party automatically goes into contract. Can that still occur if the intended buyer is
a PEP and does the "backup offer" have to come from another PEP or can it be the 3rd party?

Thanks for explaining!

Grace Popple
EPA homeowner (and former buyer and seller and attempted-buyer in many, many multi-offer
situations in EPA - it took a lot of tries to get our home!)
-- 
________________________________________________________
Grace Popple, nee Webber



From: Grace Popple <grace.webber@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, November 18, 2021 6:18 AM
To: Rachel Horst <rhorst@cityofepa.org>
Subject: Re: Question on implementation of the timeline in a multiple offer situation

Sounds good.

I was thinking about this further. 

So when you've covered the original situation (which comes up very often, almost all the time) I
hope you can take a look at this scenario which is more rare (but still very real):

In the situation that a non-profit goes to buy the home and is in all the purple boxes to the right of
the orange one, and then in spite of all best intentions, they are not able to close, for instance
because of an underwriting or other funding issue, or their tenant backs out, or issues with the
governance of the non-profit - whatever, but something on their side - what is the recourse the
seller has for all the delay incurred while they were in contract?

In a normal contract for sale in California if a buyer fails to perform on the contract at that point the
seller retains the earnest money - which is usually 3% of the sale price - but this is in that case usually
within a month of going into contract, since that's the normal amount of time it takes to close a
'regular' mortgage on a SFH for an individual purchaser. So to have to move to a backup offer (if
there is one) or to remarket and start again has a cost for the seller of about 1-2 months of holding
costs - mortgage, insurance, property tax - and the risk of having to stage the property again (around
$1500) if another open house is needed. The 3% doesn't quite cover that (on a $1M home - 3% is
$3,000) but it's close in most cases. In the case of the non-profit failing to perform after a much
longer period (looks like 50 days for a SFH) the seller is likely to be incurring much greater cost (more
chance of needing to stage again since more of the original buyers in the market have bought other
properties by then, plus of course more holding costs) - will the 3% earnest money deposit be
increased to compensate for this increased risk, perhaps to 6%, when a non-profit is the bidder?
How will this be done - will it be in advice the city gives to the homeowners of EPA as to how to have
their selling agents configure the standard contract terms, or will there be a requirement placed on
non-profits who participate in this program that their earnest money funds held in escrow for the
seller for non-performance must be at least 6%?

I am not a real estate professional, just a homeowner in EPA who pays attention to the paperwork
and has experienced challenges of my own in performing on a contract! I am hopeful that you have
engaged with some thoughtful and perhaps high-volume realtors who conduct a lot of business in
EPA to go through the details of how this works with the types of boilerplate offer letters and



counters that are used in California, so that the balance of risks between buyer and seller match the
new flowchart!

Thank you.

Grace

--
________________________________________________________
Grace Popple, nee Webber



On 11/18/21, 7:46 AM, "Dixie Specht-Schulz" <dixschulz@icloud.com> wrote:

 Good morning Rachel,

    Could you please let me know as soon as possible when the next city staff community outreach zoom meeting is
scheduled & the link to attend the meeting.  I am a member of the East Palo Alto Senior Advisory Committee, &
homeowner in EPA.  Members of the SAC, as well as residents of my home development complex, University
Square are very interested in attending.

 Thank you.

 Dixie-Lee S. Specht-Schulz

 Sent from my iPhone
    CAUTION: This e-mail originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless
you validate the sender and know the content is safe.



From: Dixie Specht-Schulz
To: Rachel Horst
Cc: Patrick Heisinger
Subject: 1031 RE Exchange
Date: Friday, November 19, 2021 6:38:00 AM

Thank you Rachel.  Please see link below concerns another complication of the proposed
ordinance:

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internal_Revenue_Code_section_1031?
fbclid=IwAR2pwXHWTRwji1nMtLNyqcJzAxcpVxi3NUH0CuVgYw6TwUm148iaFyy_43E

Dixie-Lee

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Grace Popple
Sent: Friday, November 19, 2021 1:01 PM
To: Karen Camacho
Subject: Re: Outreach to EPA homeowners ahead of the December 7th EPA City Council meeting

Thanks. OK, I guess that will come up there soon. At the moment this is what it is showing, unless I'm
looking in the wrong place:
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From: Grace Popple 
Sent: Friday, November 19, 2021 11:29 AM 
To: Karen Camacho 
Subject: Re: Outreach to EPA homeowners ahead of the December 7th EPA City Council meeting 

OK that sounds like an improvement, thank you.  

I'm a homeowner who is presently away for Thanksgiving so if your only criteria for showing the 
Facebook ads is geographic they wouldn't get shown to me, and I wouldn't receive the mailer anyway. 
It's a tricky time of year with a lot of travel! I would certainly encourage you to consider some of the 
already-set-up groups on Facebook and Nextdoor as a way to amplify your message and perhaps get 
hold of EPA homeowners who may not be local (who will after all be some of the most impacted 
stakeholders in these changes, since they are most likely to get swept up in a transaction involving 
TOPA/COPA). I am not quite sure how it works to target ads to these groups, maybe it's possible, or 
maybe you need to ask members of the groups to re-post into the groups on your behalf. Perhaps if you 
make a flyer downloadable or provide some "blurb" that can be copied and pasted easily that would be 
great. 

Facebook Groups I am aware of (they do not all have the same leadership or rules) are: 

Stronger Together East Palo Alto 

You Know You Grew Up in East Palo Alto (The TOWN) When... 

The Real East Palo Alto/EMP 

Homeowners in East Palo Alto 

East Palo Alto Neighbors 

... there are others too! Some others have membership in the thousands too. 

 

On Nextdoor I am a member of Pulgas Gardens and there are neighboring groups as you can see named 
on this map: 
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Best wishes! I hope the outreach goes well and is able to get noticed by people who were missed in the 
prior round. 

  

Thank you. 

  

Grace 

  



From: Grace Popple <grace.webber@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, November 19, 2021 2:25:28 PM 
To: Karen Camacho <kcamacho@cityofepa.org> 
Subject: Re: Outreach to EPA homeowners ahead of the December 7th EPA City Council meeting  
  
Thank you for helping me understand what to do.  
This is what I see at the website: 
 

 
 
As you can see, there's nothing to give any sort of clue that the thing there that looks like the calendar 
(it has a calendar item and it says "city meetings") isn't a comprehensive set of meetings - OR that 
scrolling will do anything at all! If you have a chance to give feedback to whomever is responsible for the 
UI design of City of EPA maybe you could ask them change the label to "Some City Meetings" or put 
some big "Scroll down!" arrows on the home screen or something! 
 
That building, by the way, and the park that surrounds it, is where I was married. ��� 
 
Thank you! Now I know how to find the link. 
 
Grace 
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From: Grace Popple <grace.webber@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, November 19, 2021 4:12 PM
To: Rachel Horst <rhorst@cityofepa.org>
Subject: Re: Question on implementation of the timeline in a multiple offer situation

"E. Deposit. The Owner shall not require the Potential Eligible Purchaser to pay a deposit of more
than one percent (1%) of the contract sales price to make a contract. The deposit is refundable in
the event of a good faith failure of the tenant to perform under the contract."

Does this mean that the earnest money is 1% maximum and wouldn't be given up if the funding falls
through? This is absolutely horrible for the seller! California standard is 3% expecting a 30-day-or-
less close, and gets given up if all contingencies have been removed (and there's a timeline for doing
that that is pretty quick, like 7 days after offer acceptance, usually)!??!

On Fri, 19 Nov 2021 at 19:03, Grace Popple <grace.webber@gmail.com> wrote:

I'm so sorry, here's another thing. It's not as important as the first things, but it is still important
because it's discounting a real need to do something that need not be nefarious:

"B. Reduced Price. If the Owner sells or contracts to sell the Residential Property to a Third-Party
Purchaser for a price more than ten percent (10%) less than the price offered to the Potential
Eligible Purchaser or for other terms which would constitute bargaining without good faith, the
sale or contract is void and the Owner shall comply anew with all requirements of this Chapter as
applicable."

I think every time I've bought an older property in California, including in EPA, I've had my offer
accepted and had an inspection contingency. The inspection has turned up some previously-
unknown issue, and subsequent to that, I as the buyer have issued a new counteroffer to the
seller. There is some negotiation there around a price which is lower than the previously-agreed-
to offer/contract price. Some new agreement is made and the inspection contingency is removed
by the buyer, and then the sale proceeds.

I think what the ordinance is suggesting is that if after a first-refusal step if the third party buyer is
the one going forward (maybe there was no offer from a PEP or the PEP couldn't meet the offer)
and then the inspection uncovers issues with the property that cause this negotiation after-the-
offer to drive the price down by more than 10%, then somehow the City voids the contract and
the third-party buyer and the seller cannot proceed. Is that true? How does the City void the
contract in that instance? What happens to the earnest money already put up by the buyer - does
it get returned? Of course now the seller has on their hands the inspection report as delivered by
the former buyer to them, and this inspection report has in essence "tainted" the value of the
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property. So now they have to relist, add the inspection report to the disclosures, and go through
it all again? I can see how this protects from bad behavior by a buyer and seller working in
collaboration to squeeze a nonprofit out of the deal, but I can also see transactions on properties
in need of repair just being totally derailed by this - which won't benefit the housing stock. I don't
think this will be *common* problem with the 10% thresshold - I don't think it's that often that
post-offer post-inspection the price drops by say $100,000 on an EPA property - but I can tell you I
did get a price dropped more than that for an Oakland property that turned out to be in far worse
condition than the bank who owned it had made clear.

Maybe there is some way to take this scenario and not completely backtrack on all the deals and
say that if the price drops more than 10% while in contract, the PEP has to be informed and have
an opportunity to read the inspection report and decide if they want to derail the deal
(somehow). I still don't know how the city or the nonprofit can do that, though, since the buyer
and seller are in contract and both are expecting performance on that deal from the other?

Grace

On Fri, 19 Nov 2021 at 18:53, Grace Popple <grace.webber@gmail.com> wrote:

(On the point regarding the earnest money issue, it's worse than I thought. Rereading the
ordinance,

"D. Time to Close. Upon acceptance of the Offer to Purchase, the Potential Eligible Purchaser
shall have at least forty (40) days to close the transaction for the sale of a Single-Family
Dwelling, with an additional fifty days to close the transaction with a commercial loan, for a
total of ninety (90) days for Qualified Nonprofits and/or the City;"

So if the nonprofit is using a commercial loan, even though it's a SFH, they get 90 days to close,
not just 50 days - so 3 times longer than is usual for a mortgage-financed third party individual.
This makes the 3% earnest money deposit even more unsuitable, it really should be something
more like 9% to be equivalent! Ugh. I had missed this nuance on the far right column of the
flowchart, that 1 unit isn't only at the 40 day mark but also at the 90... 

Grace)

On Fri, 19 Nov 2021 at 15:57, Grace Popple <grace.webber@gmail.com> wrote:

Thank you for responding. Let's get into the heart of this competitive multiple offer scenario.
Let's assume this is a property that is "in scope" for the ordinance, and that someone has
expressed "intent" so we are following along the guidelines from there to ensure they get the
"first refusal". You say:

"Yes, there is a waiting period of 10 days for (non owner-occupied) single family dwellings
after an owner receives a third-party offer (more realistically, offers).The owner can
conditionally accept any third-party offer that the owner wants the PEP to match and have
any back-up offers. If the PEP does not match the offer, the owner can move forward with
the third-party offer. "
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I'm not sure I completely follow how this fits into the multi-stage bid process that I have seen
play out many times in EPA (not that I have bought this often, but I made a lot of offers on
my way to get a house!)

The process as I described it is usually: (see my additional questions in blue inline)

"...the property is staged and listed for sale, and shown across perhaps two weekends of
open houses. A date for bids to come in is issued (likely at first listing, in the "agent
remarks"), and perhaps several people bid on the property by that date. <-- I think you are
saying that the offer from the PEP might come in by that date, but it might not be there by
then if a first offer hasn't been received by 10 days prior to that date, is that correct? So the
homeowner needs to get an first offer to come in from a 3rd party to start the clock and
can't have this sort of "all offers to arrive by" thing which causes some people to hold on to
their offers and then scramble to put them all in last-minute? Because it wouldn't be fair to
the other bidders then to reopen the bidding, if you like, for another 10 days? So presumably
in the "agent remarks" the seller's agent will need to disclose that offers from regular buyers
need to be in by X date but offers from qualified PEP may come in up to X+10 date, and then
the seller will review all offers? And any offers from 3rd parties that "explode" in the usual
timeline of 1 or 2 days will automatically become voided because the seller has to wait to see
what comes in from the PEP, yes?

The selling agent presents the bids to the seller at that bid deadline, who may choose to
issue counter offers to one or more of the bidders, to improve the terms (speed up the
sale!), get what they need for rent-back, get a higher price, etc. Then those counter offers
are issued to the bidders and they choose whether to bid again or not. <--so the seller can
then issue a multi-counter to whichever parties it chooses from the original bid but *must*
include any/all [actually, "any", or "all"?] PEPs in the multi-counter? And the PEP is going to
have a longer close period in their bid than the other parties, and the seller is not allowed to
choose on the basis of which bidder can close fastest/has most certain funding etc.? What is
the timing at this stage? Does this stage also have to be held back for 10 days?

The bidders may issue a counter back accepting the terms from the seller but the seller still
needs to choose. Usually that pushes the seller into contract with one of the bidders within a
day or two since all these bid steps "explode" after a day or two."

Regarding the 1031, the situation I was imagining was one where the buyer (not the seller) is
in a 1031 exchange scenario. I am wondering if rental properties in East Palo Alto that
experience notice of intent on TOPA/COPA would effectively be ruled out of scope for buyers
who are on the other side of a 1031 exchange, since they have 45 days to "identify" the
property - and they need to be reasonably assured it's going to be "the one" they are going
to be able to buy - and 180 days to close. I think in practice that bidding on a property that
has received a notice of intent is a very risky business for a 1031 exchange buyer because of
the risk of hitting both the 45 day date and the 180 day date - especially if the buyer already
has that clock ticking before this property comes on the market. I imagine that "having



received a notice of intent" is something that a seller will have to put in the disclosures
formally handed over in the disclosure packets to any third parties interested in putting in an
offer?

As to the part about the lack of performance at close and the earnest money, you write "the
owner cannot subject and treat differently the PEP regarding reasonably guaranteed terms in
the guidelines" - are you saying that it would not be acceptable for an owner to ask for a 6%
earnest money deposit from a PEP buyer who is asking for a 50 day close period versus 3%
for a third party buyer who is asking for a 7 day (if all cash) or 30 day (if mortgage financed)
close period? Even if the headline dollar sum of the price paid for the property is identical,
these are not equivalent offers as it relates to the seller's costs and risks.

Thank you for working through these scenarios (the first which is very common, the second
which is thankfully less common but still very very real when it does happen).

See you in future meetings. I hope you have some highly experienced realtors working
through the details with you as advisers - there's a lot that happens in the to-and-fro with
those boilerplate offer and counteroffer forms with a few blank lines filled in at each round!

Grace



From: Dixie Specht-Schulz <dixschulz@icloud.com> 
Sent: Friday, November 19, 2021 6:38 AM
To: Rachel Horst <rhorst@cityofepa.org>
Cc: Patrick Heisinger <pheisinger@cityofepa.org>
Subject: 1031 RE Exchange

Thank you Rachel.  Please see link below concerns another complication of the proposed ordinance:

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internal_Revenue_Code_section_1031?
fbclid=IwAR2pwXHWTRwji1nMtLNyqcJzAxcpVxi3NUH0CuVgYw6TwUm148iaFyy_43E

Dixie-Lee

Sent from my iPhone

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internal_Revenue_Code_section_1031?fbclid=IwAR2pwXHWTRwji1nMtLNyqcJzAxcpVxi3NUH0CuVgYw6TwUm148iaFyy_43E
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internal_Revenue_Code_section_1031?fbclid=IwAR2pwXHWTRwji1nMtLNyqcJzAxcpVxi3NUH0CuVgYw6TwUm148iaFyy_43E



From: Eve Sutton
To: Housing; cityclerk
Cc: Brian Perkins--SpeierOfc; Assemblymember Berman; Josh Becker; William Byron Webster; Duane Bay; Mark

Moulton; Elizabeth Jackson--EPA
Subject: EPA Renter Opportunity to Purchase -- Zoom mtg Dec 1, 2021 - 6:00pm
Date: Saturday, November 20, 2021 8:59:53 AM

Dear City Clerk and Housing Dept,
Thank you for sharing the info about a possible ordinance: EPA Opportunity to Purchase   
https://www.cityofepa.org/housing/page/east-palo-alto-opportunity-purchase-act-epa-opa-1

I am Ccing Brian Perkins, aide to Congresswoman Jackie Speier, and some EPA community
leaders who might be interested.

Publicity Suggestions: Publicity should include the “renter” or “tenant” and the date and time
in the subject header, and mtg date should be at the TOP of the email info and the calendar
(not buried way at the bottom). I suggest using Dec 1 instead of 12/1 to avoid confusion about
month and day. Mtg info should come first, so if people save the email, they can get the
time/date/zoom designation, just from the header.   I suggest:
Zoom mtg Wed Dec 1, 2021 - 6:00pm-- EPA Renter Opportunity to Purchase

Eve Sutton’s comments:
__YES, we need this ordinance, and it needs to be widely explained to tenants and landlords.
 Start working with tenants well in advance of any property sales, maybe including the
provision in every lease agreement, so the tenants have time to plan for what they will do
if/when the landlord sells the property.

__ In your publicity and in the meeting, include some links for the public to read about such
legislation, and a summary of the paths to home ownership:  
https://shelterforce.org/2020/07/24/giving-tenants-the-first-opportunity-to-purchase-their-
homes/  [passed in 2020]

__Funding must be available as grants or loans to facilitate a  tenant purchase, or land trust
purchase, or community purchase.  

https://www.usa.gov/buying-home

https://themortgagereports.com/77361/california-first-time-home-buyer-programs-grants
 [June 2021]

__Educate renters and landlords, and investors, about SB 1079, Nancy Skinner’s legislation
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which was passed Sept 2020:
https://sd09.senate.ca.gov/news/20200928-governor-signs-sb-1079-homes-homeowners-
not-corporations
SB 1079 modifies the foreclosure auction process to reduce the advantage big corporations had that
allowed them to bulk-purchase many homes at a single auction. The new law gives owner-
occupants, tenants, local governments, and housing nonprofits a level playing field to purchase such
homes, helping retain owner-occupied home ownership. SB 1079 also authorizes higher fines that a
local government can levy on corporations or other property owners that leave homes vacant or
blighted, to incentivize refurbishing and renting or selling such homes.

Onward!

—Eve Sutton  eve@well.com
650 325-3234  landline, best 10am-9pm
Leave voice msg after 6 rings
216 Daphne Way 
East Palo Alto, CA  94303



From: Mark Dinan
To: Jaime Fontes; Patrick Heisinger; Rafael Alvarado; Rachel Horst
Cc: Federico Andrade-Garcia
Subject: Copy of OPA/COPA Ordinance Proposal in Spanish, Chinese, and Russian
Date: Tuesday, November 23, 2021 1:29:24 PM

Hi Everyone,

Please provide a Spanish, Chinese and Russian version of the proposed OPA ordinance for
review. We had a meeting last night with 80 homeowners and it is clear that many are recent
immigrants and not comfortable in English. Also, please plan to have Russian and Chinese
interpreters for the December 1rst and Dec 7th meeting.  

Many of the new resident homeowners who are affected by this law are non-native speakers.
One real estate agent indicated that 19 Russian families have bought houses in EPA in the last
6 months. 

-- 
Mark Dinan
650-796-5035
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From: Sherry Flamer <slflamer@icloud.com>
Date: Tuesday, November 23, 2021 at 8:59 AM
To: Patrick Heisinger <pheisinger@cityofepa.org>
Subject: EPA/OPA

I have lived/owned our home in EPA for 30 years, my husband for 50 and we are saddened
that community input was not sought out.

I’m writing to demand an outside 3rd party study if the City of East Palo Alto plans to
proceed.

Sincerely,

Sherry Flamer
2863 Illinois Street
East Palo Alto, CA 94303
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From: Federico Andrade-Garcia
To: Carlos Romero; Ruben Abrica; Lisa Yarbrough-Gauthier; Antonio D. Lopez; Regina Wallace-Jones; Jaime Fontes;

Rafael Alvarado; Patrick Heisinger; Rachel Horst
Subject: NO to EPA OPA
Date: Tuesday, November 23, 2021 5:45:13 PM

Members of East Palo Alto City Council and City Government,

   As an immigrant (And now US citizen), resident and Mexican/Latino homeowner in East
Palo Alto, I oppose "EPA OPA/COPA". 

    It is an ordinance proposal that clearly didn't reach all the residents of EPA, and some of us
heard about it until the very day it was going to be voted on. It's clearly a rushed, hidden, and
in bad faith proposal, that clearly will damage us EPA homeowners (Otherwise, while all the
rush and hush? I got lots of invitations to get a Covid vaccine in my mailbox and email, yet
NOT a single invitation to hear about this...).  

    Also and in the interest of full disclosure, I am not paid, nor get any gifts nor affiliated to
any developer, investment, real estate nor any company trying to do business/investment in
EPA for that matter (In the last meeting, very angry Council Member Romero said this was
orchestrated by real estate companies, it's not, but we'll most likely ask for their support if we
need to). This is just a person that owns a property in EPA, and will get together with people
with similar interests to block this. 

    When I decided to purchase a house around 7 years ago, I didn't get any help from any
government office, so I had to spend a long time, savings, and personal resources to figure out
how to become a homeowner, to have access to the "American dream" as it's called around
here. Now you are trying to condition all that I have to go through, by getting certain
organizations to-be-created ("nonprofits" that most likely will be managed by people affiliated
to some of you), to condition the decisions around my own property. It's totally unfair to all
of us that worked so hard to be where we are.  

     What I DO support is more housing, more pushing for the developers to add housing into
those empty lots, incentives for landowners to develop housing, any project that increases the
tax base so there are more services to residents, and a better quality of life for residents of
EPA. But, City Council Members, DO NOT touch the main investment most of us have made
through our lives, or else 1) There will be legal repercussions if this passes, 2) You'll be
removed from your jobs as Council Members as soon as you're up for voting.

NOTE to City Administrators: A big percent of residents in EPA are not fluent in English, so
please make sure this is a proposal that reaches us all. I request the translation of the proposal
to other languages, such as Spanish, Chinese, Russian, Tongan, Samoan, Filipino. I'd say, 90%
of my neighbors 2 houses away, speak a second language, and around half of that, English is
NOT their main language. 

 Thank you for your consideration,

-Federico Andrade
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From: Jeanne Jeanne
To: Jaime Fontes; Rafael Alvarado; Patrick Heisinger; Rachel Horst
Subject: TOPA/COPA translations
Date: Tuesday, November 23, 2021 8:31:36 PM

Dear Mr. Fontes, Mr. Alvarado, Mr. Heisinger, and Ms. Horst,

I am an EPA resident kindly requesting that the TOPA/COPA summaries, full documentation,
meeting announcements, and anything related to the ordinance please be translated into
Spanish, Tongan, Samoan, Chinese, and Russian.  Please also have interpretation channels
available during the city run zoom meetings, especially on Dec 1 and Dec 7.  There are a lot of
homeowners and tenants in EPA who only speak these languages.  The general public was not
truly made aware of the proposed ordinance and should have the right to learn more and
offer feedback.  Thank you.

Best regards,
Jeanne Yu
EPA resident
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From: Mark Dinan <mark.dinan@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 23, 2021 1:29 PM
To: Jaime Fontes <jfontes@cityofepa.org>; Patrick Heisinger <pheisinger@cityofepa.org>;
Rafael Alvarado <ralvarado@cityofepa.org>; Rachel Horst <rhorst@cityofepa.org>
Cc: Federico Andrade-Garcia <Federico@liquilan.com>
Subject: Copy of OPA/COPA Ordinance Proposal in Spanish, Chinese, and Russian

Hi Everyone,

Please provide a Spanish, Chinese and Russian version of the proposed OPA ordinance for
review. We had a meeting last night with 80 homeowners and it is clear that many are recent
immigrants and not comfortable in English. Also, please plan to have Russian and Chinese
interpreters for the December 1rst and Dec 7th meeting.  

Many of the new resident homeowners who are affected by this law are non-native
speakers. One real estate agent indicated that 19 Russian families have bought houses in
EPA in the last 6 months. 

--
Mark Dinan
650-796-5035
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From: Grace Popple <grace.webber@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 24, 2021 12:49 PM
To: Rachel Horst <rhorst@cityofepa.org>
Subject: Re: Question on implementation of the timeline in a multiple offer situation

OK. I've been trying to keep these concerns to myself thinking they must be errors you would just
clear up quickly. But your response isn't reassuring me that that is the case. Given the fast timeframe
here for everything I would really appreciate if you can just tell me whether the ordinance really
does reflect the city's intent - if so this is such a big deal I'm going to have to be more open about
these issues with other homeowners. And if I don't hear back before the holiday I'm going to have to
assume the worst. 

Sorry I hope you can understand, I am really worried here. I had my wedding in EPA in 2016, I really
love this city. But I owe almost $1milliom to the bank for my mortgage, if the city really does want to
have nonprofits buy my home from me for $1 and leave me on the hook for all that debt it is tough
to feel taken care of at all. I'm having trouble concentrating here.

Apologies for not being tougher.

Grace

Sent with my Pixel 5a







From: Mark Dinan <mark.dinan@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 24, 2021 12:02 PM
To: James Colin <jcolin@cityofepa.org>
Cc: Patrick Heisinger <pheisinger@cityofepa.org>; Lucero Garcia-Aguilera <laguilera@cityofepa.org>; 
Jaime Fontes <jfontes@cityofepa.org>
Subject: Re: Copy of OPA/COPA Ordinance Proposal in Spanish, Chinese, and Russian

Excellent, thank you!

Also, how much money has the city set aside for the many lawsuits that this ordinance will bring? I 
would suggest that you immediately budget $10M in legal fees as many lawsuits will come from this 
ordinance.

Mark




From: Romain Tanière
To: Carlos Romero; Ruben Abrica; Lisa Yarbrough-Gauthier; Antonio D. Lopez; Regina Wallace-Jones; Jaime Fontes;

Rafael Alvarado; Patrick Heisinger; Rachel Horst; cityclerck@cityofepa.org
Subject: ADDING CHAPTER 14.26 OF THE EAST PALO ALTO MUNICIPAL CODE AUTHORIZING THE EAST PALO ALTO

OPPORTUNITY TO PURCHASE ACT – EPA OPA – 01 Dec 2021 and 07 Dec 2021 Meetings
Date: Wednesday, November 24, 2021 5:04:46 PM

Ref.: ADDING CHAPTER 14.26 OF THE EAST PALO ALTO MUNICIPAL CODE AUTHORIZING THE
EAST PALO ALTO OPPORTUNITY TO PURCHASE ACT – EPA OPA – 01 Dec 2021 and 07 Dec 2021
Meetings

Dear city council members and city staff,

PRIOR TO finalizing and BEFORE putting a proposed EPA OPA municipal code amendment to a vote:

1. There should be multiple community outreach and ample time (such as several workshops with mailing
to residents and homeowners) to seek broad and inclusive inputs in regards to the proposed ordinance.
These should include access to translated languages that East Palo Alto residents/homeowners are most
familiar with (e.g., Spanish, Tongan, Samoan, etc.).

2. Following potential revisions to the ordinance, there should be a full and broad impact analysis
conducted independently looking at all aspects of the ordinance for the city, homeowners and tenants
(e.g., fiscal and tax impacts based on property price effects, disincentives to ADU constructions, effects
on rental units availability, 1031 exchanges, pool of potential buyers and duration of sales, future potential
housing construction, potential mitigation/compensation mechanisms, legal impacts, etc.).

As currently proposed, there has not been enough input from the community at large and this
COPA/TOPA amendment puts an unfair burden to East Palo Alto homeowners while not achieving to
help existing East Palo Alto tenants to become homeowners, nor preventing displacement and providing
more affordable housing to our community.

Respectfully,
Romain Taniere
East Palo Alto resident
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From: Zaineb A. Taqi
To: Rachel Horst
Subject: Concerns about OPA ordinance
Date: Wednesday, November 24, 2021 1:14:53 PM

Hi City Housing Manager Rachel Horst,

I am a resident of East Palo Alto and a working mother of 2 children who attend
school in EPA. I am an immigrant who grew up in war zones, moving between many
rental properties. I studied very hard to be able to get out and have a better and safer
future. After working for many years, my husband and I put our lives’ savings in a 920
sqf old house in EPA in 2017. We both still work hard to pay our steep mortgage.

I am deeply concerned about the proposed OPA ordinance and the way it has been
handled by the City. I am disturbed by the lack of transparency and outreach to
homeowners. The ordinance almost passed if not for the outcry of many homeowners
in the last meeting after a community member notified us about the hearing buried in
the meeting agenda on the city website: 

Why is the city approach to this important ordinance so different from the RBD
project?
Why didn’t the City hire third-party consultants to study and analyze the
projected economic and legal impacts and share them openly with the
stakeholders for feedback?
Why was no outreach to homeowners before last week including social media
or flyers?
Why is this ordinance proposal not translated to the languages many
homeowners in EPA speak (Spanish and Chinese)?
Why is the rush to vote on this ordinance on Dec 7 before all the above.

Such impactful ordinance should go through intensive consultations, analyses, and
revisions before moving forward. My other concerns on OPA ordinance proposal are:

1- SFHs and ADUs are not excluded. Only owner occupied SFHs are excluded. In
both DC and SF, the ordinance only applies to multi-family homes/apartments and
excludes SFHs. This makes sense because SFHs aren’t in any way a solution for the
affordable housing problem. Multi-story apartment buildings and ADUs can be
effective solutions.
2- Long term affordability clause states that SFHs purchased with the ordinance
are NOT subject to rental affordability or sale value restrictions. So new purchasers
can buy the property at a discounted price (capped by an appraisal) then turn around
and rent it out for profit or resell it at market price. This defeats the whole purpose of
the ordinance.
3- “Right to an appraisal” can cap the price below market price or a third-party offer.
In the bay area hot property market, appraisals can be 100s of thousands below
market price. This is a huge financial loss to homeowners.
4- Significant delays for the seller (5-9 months if not more): The potential purchaser is
given 30 days to submit a statement of interest (this is only 5 days in SF). If the
potential purchaser submits a statement of interest, it can extend the timeline by 1-3
months (2-4 months total so far). Then comes the “right of first offer”, which gives the
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potential purchaser up to 4 months to close (4-8 months so far)! If the owner refuses
the offer, they must give another month for the potential purchaser to match the offer
(5-9 months total). More delay when appraisals will be involved.
5- There are NO incentives for homeowners. They are expected to go through delays
up to 9 months if not more and huge financial losses due to the “right to an appraisal”
with no incentives?
6- Enforcement in terms of fines (10-30% of the sale price) only applies to sellers. No
enforcement on the purchasers who don’t maintain long term affordability. No
enforcement to avoid abuse by purchasers, for example to cause intentional delays
just to receive pay outs with no intention to purchase. Such violations widely
happened in DC before the law was amended to exclude SFH and include many
other restrictions: https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/some-dc-renters-make-
tens-of-thousands-of-dollars-exploiting-decades-old-law/14478/

I am also afraid that this law will adversely affect the affordable housing problem we
are all trying to improve. This ordinance will discourage homeowners from building
and renting out ADUs. This ordinance will discourage investors from building multi-
story apartment buildings. It will discourage people from renting out their homes if
they have to move. It will deprive the city from millions of dollars in property taxes that
can help build more affordable housing, improve our infrastructure and schools. 

Best regards,
Zaineb Al-Qazwini
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-----Original Message-----
From: Nina Helmer <nwhelmet@icloud.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 24, 2021 2:26 PM
To: Jaime Fontes <jfontes@cityofepa.org>
Subject: COPA

Dear Mr. Frontes,
I was surprised to learn that city is trying to pass the most strict COPA/TOPA in rush.   I hope that you 
can stop it or postpone it since it will hurt the development of East Palo Alto. I hope that we have 
financial analysis before implementing this regulation. We can figure a better way to avoid 
displacement of local residents and keeping it developing at the same time.
Thank you for your consideration, and have a wonderful Holiday, Respectfully, Nina Helmer
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From: Alexander Tsyplikhin
To: Rachel Horst; Patrick Heisinger; Rafael Alvarado; Jaime Fontes
Subject: OPA/COPA ordinance
Date: Wednesday, November 24, 2021 4:16:50 PM

Dear City Management Team,
Please provide a Spanish, Chinese, and Russian version of the proposed OPA ordinance 
for review. 
Many of the new resident homeowners who are affected by this law are non-native 
speakers.
Kind regards,

--
Alexander Tsyplikhin, EPA resident and homeowner
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From: Mark Dinan <mark.dinan@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 24, 2021 12:02 PM
To: James Colin <jcolin@cityofepa.org>
Cc: Patrick Heisinger <pheisinger@cityofepa.org>; Lucero Garcia-Aguilera <laguilera@cityofepa.org>;
Jaime Fontes <jfontes@cityofepa.org>
Subject: Re: Copy of OPA/COPA Ordinance Proposal in Spanish, Chinese, and Russian

Excellent, thank you!

Also, how much money has the city set aside for the many lawsuits that this ordinance will bring? I
would suggest that you immediately budget $10M in legal fees as many lawsuits will come from this
ordinance.

Mark
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From: Grace Popple <grace.webber@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 24, 2021 6:57 AM
To: Rachel Horst <rhorst@cityofepa.org>
Subject: Re: Question on implementation of the timeline in a multiple offer situation

Rachel, I looked up the SF ordinance to see how they cover it. There is some wording in here missed
from the EPA ordinance:

SF case:
"Written Offer of Sale to Qualified Nonprofits; Terms and Conditions Set by Market. Except as
provided in subsection (f), whenever the Seller of a Multi-Family Residential Building receives from a
Purchaser other than a Qualified Nonprofit an offer to Purchase the Multi-Family Residential Building
that the Seller wishes to accept, and whenever the Seller of a Multi-Family Residential Building
makes an offer to Sell the Multi-Family Residential Building that a Purchaser other than a Qualified
Nonprofit expresses a desire to accept, the Seller shall, before any such offer of Purchase or Sale
may be accepted, offer to Sell the Building to any Qualified Nonprofit that has previously made an
offer of purchase under Section 41B.6(f) with respect to that Building, or that was not previously
given the opportunity described in Section 41B.6(b) with respect to that Building"

This implies that in the SF case, sellers are only required to submit offers that they *wish to accept*
to the COPA process, or *counters the sellers make that the buyers plan to accept*. But in the 
EPA case:, it seems that 
"The Owner shall disclose any Offer to Purchase received from a Third-Party Purchaser to any PEP
that submits a Statement of Interest and shall provide said PEP a right of first refusal... Any written
offer received by the Owner shall be provided to said PEPs"

So it seems that EPA's intention is far more dramatic than SF's here, in that SF allows the seller only
to sell at a price agreeable to the seller, whereas EPA requires the seller to sell (in the First Refusal
stage) at any offer price presented by any third party in the market (and this would fall of course to
$zero).

I don't understand how the ordinance can have passed through City Staff and the City Attorney with
this clause in it and that the City could then state that there was no intention to reduce the price of
property changing hands. Property would change hands FOR FREE if this were implemented as
written. The seller would get NOTHING. Please show me what I am missing!

Thank you.

Grace

https://sfmohcd.org/sites/default/files/Documents/MOH/COPA/Leg%20Final-October%202021.pdf


On Wed, 24 Nov 2021 at 09:06, Grace Popple <grace.webber@gmail.com> wrote:

Yes, Rachel, I plan to come to the December 1st meeting. But I don't want to have to use up all of
my one or two minutes on technical questions that should be addressed already in the Ordinance.
Are you saying that unless I raise it in that public forum there will be no clarification on this point?

Here's another one for you which is the most worrying to me so far.

Let's have an absentee owner, they've submitted Notice of Intent to Sell, and there was a
Statement of Interest from a tenant, a nonprofit and the city - or any one of those. If any of those
submitted an offer, the seller rejected it. The time period passes (30 days) so the owner lists on
MLS. A Third Party submits an offer on the property. The offer is for let's say $500. Not $500,000
but just five hundred dollars. The offer is presented on all the usual paperwork, properly signed,
and the third party absolutely has the cash and intends to go through with the transaction. They
have their earnest money ready to provide to title. According to the Ordinance, it looks like the
Seller is obliged to send that offer to the tenant, the nonprofits, and the city and if any one of
them is prepared to match that offer - for five hundred dollars - for the property - the seller is
obliged to sell at that price to that entity (obviously in the order tenant, nonprofit, city).

As far as I can see this is not accounted for anywhere in the Ordinance. There is not even any
suggestion that there couldn't be coordination between the tenant "John" and the third party
"Jennifer" or even "John's Mom" as third party purchaser. There is no limitation on the seller
needing to provide any offer - not just any offer that they intend to accept or any offer that meets
their asking price or any other protection for the seller.

Is my reading of the Ordinance as presented correct in that this scenario is perfectly feasible? If
so, was that the intended outcome of the Ordinance?

Thank you

Grace 

mailto:grace.webber@gmail.com


From: Grace Popple <grace.webber@gmail.com>
Date: Wednesday, November 24, 2021 at 12:48 PM
To: Rachel Horst <rhorst@cityofepa.org>
Subject: Re: Question on implementation of the timeline in a multiple offer situation




OK. I've been trying to keep these concerns to myself thinking they must be errors you would just clear up quickly. But 
your response isn't reassuring me that that is the case. Given the fast timeframe here for everything I would really 
appreciate if you can just tell me whether the ordinance really does reflect the city's intent - if so this is such a big deal 
I'm going to have to be more open about these issues with other homeowners. And if I don't hear back before the 
holiday I'm going to have to assume the worst. 

Sorry I hope you can understand, I am really worried here. I had my wedding in EPA in 2016, I really love this city. But I 
owe almost $1milliom to the bank for my mortgage, if the city really does want to have nonprofits buy my home from 
me for $1 and leave me on the hook for all that debt it is tough to feel taken care of at all. I'm having trouble 
concentrating here.

Apologies for not being tougher.

Grace

Sent with my Pixel 5a



From: Eve Sutton
To: Housing; cityclerk
Cc: Elizabeth Jackson--EPA; William Webster; dbay@epacando.org; Mark Moulton
Subject: Wed Dec 1 Zoom mtg: EPA Tenant Opportunity To Purchase
Date: Thursday, November 25, 2021 9:57:28 AM

Wed Dec 1  Zoom mtg: EPA Tenant Opportunity To Purchase 

I will try to attend but I might be teaching night school. Please convey these ideas at the
meeting; I have already sent some notes to City Clerk and Housing Dept. 
BEFORE the meeting, residents can send an individual private message to the individuals who
are commenting online through Facebook or NextDoor. Personally, I think a private, calm,
short message can be more effective than more screaming online, but a public message to the
discussions can also reach people who are reading the discussions.  These written messages
can include some of the same points as what I am listing here, in advance of  the Dec 1 Zoom
meeting:

__EPA has a long history of housing discrimination, and people getting pushed out of homes
by unethical means.
__Even when residents were forced out by 'normal' pressures like rising housing prices, the
resulting bad feelings have lingered and should be addressed.

__Many tenants are renting precisely because they do not have the cash to buy a home. 
__Many owners of rental property have made that investment precisely because they want
rental income, and an investment they can sell at a profit later, or to pass on to their heirs.

__Tenants will need financial assistance to purchase their rental properties at or very close to
market rate, because we cannot expect property owners to sell for less than market rate.

__Mark Dinan and other homeowners are expressing fears and conclusions that might not be
supported by the actual proposal for Tenant Opportunity To Purchase a rental home. We
should wait to hear the actual proposal, and discuss it factually.

__If the city does not yet have a complete proposal, we can contribute our ideas for
developing the plan. 

__Even if the proposal is 'finished' -- it is just a proposal. We hope everyone will contribute
ideas and listen to the ideas or concerns of others, so we can create an ordinance that works for
most people. This is what we did when Amazon rented the entire Sobrato building on Bay
Road-- we pushed as a community to promote EPA residents as 'first source' for hiring, and a
Career Center. These adjustments were better than nothing, but the city leaders should have
opened these discussions long before agreeing to the Amazon lease. 

Respectfully submitted by 
Eve Sutton  eve@well.com 
216 Daphne Way, EPA
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From: Luis J. Guzmán
To: Carlos Romero; Ruben Abrica; Lisa Yarbrough-Gauthier; Antonio D. Lopez; Regina Wallace-Jones; Jaime Fontes;

Rafael Alvarado; Patrick Heisinger; Rachel Horst; cityclerk
Subject: AGREGANDO EL CAPÍTULO 14.26 DEL CÓDIGO MUNICIPAL DE EAST PALO ALTO QUE AUTORIZA LA LEY DE

OPORTUNIDAD DE COMPRA DE EAST PALO ALTO - EPA OPA - Reuniones del 1 de diciembre de 2021 y del 7 de
diciembre de 2021

Date: Friday, November 26, 2021 12:00:04 PM

RE: AGREGANDO EL CAPÍTULO 14.26 DEL CÓDIGO MUNICIPAL DE EAST PALO ALTO QUE
AUTORIZA LA LEY DE OPORTUNIDAD DE COMPRA DE EAST PALO ALTO - EPA OPA - Reuniones
del 1 de diciembre de 2021 y del 7 de diciembre de 2021

Estimados miembros del consejo de la ciudad y personal de la ciudad,

ANTES de finalizar y someter a votación una enmienda propuesta al código municipal OPA de la EPA:

1. Debe haber varios alcances comunitarios y suficiente tiempo (como múltiples talleres con envío por
correo a los residentes y propietarios de viviendas) para buscar aportes amplios e inclusivos con
respecto a la ordenanza de dicha propuesta. Estos deben incluir el acceso a los idiomas traducidos con
los que los residentes / propietarios de East Palo Alto estén más familiarizados (por ejemplo, español,
tongano, samoano, etc.).

2. Después de posibles revisiones de la ordenanza, debe haber un análisis de impacto completo y amplio
realizado de forma independiente que analice todos los aspectos de la ordenanza para la ciudad, los
propietarios e inquilinos (por ejemplo, impactos fiscales basados en los efectos del precio de la
propiedad, desincentivos para Construcciones de ADU, efectos en la disponibilidad de unidades de
alquiler, intercambios 1031, grupo de compradores potenciales y duración de las ventas, construcción de
viviendas potenciales en el futuro, mecanismos potenciales de mitigación / compensación, impactos
legales, etc.).

Como se propone actualmente, no ha habido suficientes aportes de la comunidad en general y esta
enmienda COPA / TOPA impone una carga injusta a los propietarios de East Palo Alto sin lograr ayudar
a los inquilinos existentes de East Palo Alto a convertirse en propietarios, ni prevenir el desplazamiento y
proporcionar más vivienda asequible para nuestra comunidad.

Respetuosamente,

Luis Guzman
Residente de East Palo Alto
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From: Howard Chao
To: Housing
Subject: OPA
Date: Friday, November 26, 2021 11:13:51 PM

Can you please send me a copy of the proposed OPA?  I am a homeowner in EPA.  thanks

regards,

Howard Chao

650-861-9268

mailto:honshuen@icloud.com
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On Sun, Nov 28, 2021 at 12:28 PM Miguel Moreno <cmiguelmoreno2018@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
Dear Councilmembers: 
  
Before leaving for the Thanksgiving holiday, I received a postcard from the City of East Palo 
Alto indicating that it is seeking input on a potential East Palo Alto Opportunity to Purchase 
policy — although in reality it's an ordinance and not a policy, which is a pretty big difference 
to misstate.  I also found out that Mr. Romero introduced and asked for a waiver of the first 
reading of the ordinance. 
  
I oppose the adoption of the ordinance for several reasons:   
  
  
1) A Right of First Refusal Will Leave Mostly Institutional Cash Buyers.  The proposed 
Right of First Refusal will substantially extend the sale process to the point that family buyers 
requiring financing will not be able to make offers because interest rates fluctuate, and banks 
ordinarily lock-in an interest rate for buyers for no more than 30 days.  Therefore, family buyers 
will not be able to make offers to purchase property in EPA.  With fewer buyers in this 
artificial market created by the city, the price of housing stock will go down and purchasers 
will be: (a) institutional cash buyers who are looking to rent as aggressively as possible to 
residents and not contribute in any way to the community or (b) non-profits.  If a non-profit 
happens to purchase the property, the property will still be non-owner occupied (meaning the 
residents will lack pride of ownership) and the quality of the housing in East Palo Alto will still 
deteriorate, ensuring a continued circle of dilapidated housing for EPA residents and a cycle of 
poverty; 
  
2) If the City, Non-profits, and Current Residents Were Actually Paying Fair Market 
Value, they Would Not Need a Right of First Refusal.  The proposed right of first refusal 
would be unnecessary if the city, non-profits, and existing tenants were paying fair market value 
as they would necessarily be the highest and best bidders on homes listed on the market 
today.  Despite marketing materials saying fair market value will be paid, what will really 
happen is that sellers will get less than fair market value for their properties.  That’s unfair to 
current owners who may have built generational wealth over decades (and would like to pass that 
on to their children).  The truth is the OPA will result in decreased market values for 
property in EPA.  The city is seeking to take a right of first refusal because the proposed 
holders of the right cannot compete in the open market and instead are making rules by 
which they get to take properties at artificially depressed values.  All of this is designed to 
come at the expense of local homeowners – your primary constituents who pay property 
taxes, have pride of ownership, and that contribute to the provision of basic service in the 
city.  
  
3) The City will be Effectively Redlining Itself.  When buyers requiring financing and who are 
concerned about improving the value of their home disappear, what EPA will necessarily have is 
fewer buyers and fewer offers on homes in EPA.  With less competition for property, 
property values will decrease affecting every homeowner’s equity and final sale price.  If 
the city adopts the proposed ordinance, it will be artificially generating depressed property 



values.  Worse still, the city will be redlining itself.  Right now, EPA’s demographics are 
changing and working class and middle-class residents are living and working side by side.  If 
the city pushes out middle-class residents (both existing residents and potential new residents) by 
insisting on depressing property values, the middle-class will move out and prospective middle-
class residents will place offers on homes in alternative markets.  The city, through ordinance, 
will ensure that only those that have no option but to remain in EPA will in fact remain in EPA; 
  
4) Long Term Effects of Affordable Housing Restrictions Will Result in Lower Property 
Values at Time of Sale.  For the reasons explained above, a right of first refusal artificially 
depresses property values.  Long term long term EPA home owners who have been here 20 
years, are just as worthy of capturing the highest value for their property as anyone else.  If they 
are not interested in selling now, they risk the city and non-profits slowly acquiring and placing 
affordable housing restrictions on the single family housing pool in EPA such that EPA market 
rents and EPA market resale values are all less than in nearby neighborhoods like East Menlo 
Park and Redwood City.  In other words, long-time EPA homeowners – most of whom are 
working-class – will see the value of their home being dragged down by the City of East Palo 
Alto in its process of encumbering the city's entire real estate stock with affordable housing 
restrictions;   
  
5) EPA will Lose Property Tax Revenue and be Even Less Able to Provide the Basics of 
Health, Safety, and Education for its Residents.  As more and more housing is put into the 
hands of the city and/or non-profits, EPA will lose tax revenue as neither the city nor non-profits 
pay real estate tax.  EPA will fall even further behind in providing even basic services to 
residents.  As other cities move forward, EPA will be moving in reverse.   
  
I therefore urge you to vote no on any taking of a right of first refusal from property owners. 
 
M.M. 
 



From: Fred Flamer
To: Carlos Romero; Ruben Abrica; Lisa Yarbrough-Gauthier; Antonio D. Lopez; Regina Wallace-Jones; Jaime Fontes;

Rafael Alvarado; Patrick Heisinger; Rachel Horst
Subject: Displeasure over OPA Proposal
Date: Monday, November 29, 2021 7:25:18 PM

My name is Fred Flamer. I have been in EPA for 50 years. I have read through the OPA
proposal and I am very disappointed and confused as to how a proposal like this has even got
this far let alone even being proposed! Our homes are our single largest investment and many
of us have improved our properties and have stuck it out for decades in some cases and
believed in the turnaround that EPA is experiencing and deserve to taste the fruits of our labor.
I as well as many of my neighbors are very upset with this proposal. The city did a very poor
job in giving homeowners adequate notice and this whole exercise feels very, very wrong.
Why is EPA always expected to take the short end of the stick? Do they have similar
proposals in force in Palo Alto, West Menlo Park, Redwood City? We will not take this lying
down. It is not fair to homeowners and it is not right! Let the market organically decide what a
house is worth! 

Fred Flamer  
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From: Eve Sutton <eve@well.com> 
Sent: Monday, November 29, 2021 12:52 PM
To: Housing <housing@cityofepa.org>
Cc: Elizabeth Jackson--EPA <ezjlee@gmail.com>; William Byron Webster
<williambwebster@gmail.com>; Duane Bay <dbay@epacando.org>; Mark Moulton
<markmoulton12@gmail.com>
Subject: Wed Dec 1 Zoom: EPA Tenant Oppty To Purchase; multi-home lots

Follow-up note Monday 11/29/21 to Rachel, cc: others concerned with EPA housing:

I am glad to know my comments and research are being considered for these important
housing discussions.
Here is a recent story in CalMatters (gov’t reporting from Sacramento) that illustrates our
need to examine the details of any proposed bill, and the details of how it will work in real life,
before we get too emotional. Please remind everyone at Dec 1 mtg and other meetings: Stick
to the facts and the likely outcomes of the facts. In this case, the controversial new law
effective Jan 1, 2021 is NOT likely to affect a lot of homeowners or buyers who want single-
family homes. Read to the middle or end of the story to see all the limitations.
https://calmatters.org/housing/2021/09/california-housing-crisis-newsom-signs-bills/

Victorious in recall, Newsom refocuses on California housing crisis
by Manuela Tobias September 20, 2021

[excerpt near middle of story]
But it would be up to eligible homeowners to decide to turn their house into a duplex or fourplex.
And despite opponents’ warnings that the law will radically remake the traditional single-family
neighborhoods the state is so famous for, the same study estimates less than 5% of the state’s 7.5
million single-family lots will be changed.
----------
—Eve Sutton  eve@well.com
650 325-3234  landline, best 10am-9pm
Leave voice msg after 6 rings
216 Daphne Way 
East Palo Alto, CA  94303

https://calmatters.org/housing/2021/09/california-housing-crisis-newsom-signs-bills/
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From: Tom Wedlick
To: Rachel Horst
Subject: OPA is not right for EPA, and Very Concerned with proposal to-date
Date: Monday, November 29, 2021 2:57:20 PM

Dear City Housing Manager Horst,

I am very strongly against the proposed East Palo Alto Opportunity to Purchase Act (EPA
OPA). 

In 2021, we purchased our first family home in East Palo Alto. I only recently learned of this
proposed law from another very concerned resident. This law has not been adequately
publicized, debated, or studied. 

There has been no independent financial analysis of this proposed law. This law will decrease
EPA home prices, penalizing EPA homeowners and decreasing the EPA tax base.  This impact
has not been characterized. Development proposals get an independent assessments, but not a
proposed ordinance that would affect the value of all homes in East Palo Alto? This does not
make sense. 

If, for example, the average home value decreased by 15% (a conservative estimate), EPA
homes would looe a combined value of over $125 million dollars. This is an economic impact
that will be solely borne by the homeowners, many of whom are longtime EPA residents
whose home represents their single greatest asset. This depletion will affect all EPA
homeowners since formerly rented homes are not differentiated when realtors and banks
assess a home's value, and there are many rented homes in EPA. This impact needs to be
studied and then discussed. 

There are no other cities who have implemented a limitation like this. No other city has a law
that applies to single family homes or ADU units. This law only has penalties for homeowners
and no repercussions for renters or nonprofits abusing this ordinance. There would be no
restriction on a tenant buying a property through OPA at a below-market appraisal, and then
turning around and selling it at a higher rate. There is also no penalty for tenants and
nonprofits for making offers that are not in good faith. Other cities that have tried to pass OPA
legislation saw massive abuses against homeowners, but the risk of this has not been studied
and penalties have not been identified. 

I found out about this only recently, and it is my understanding that only 10 EPA homeowners
were consulted with this proposal. This is not acceptable. When Berkely tried to pass OPA
legislation, there was 10+ months of active study and debate, and their proposal only affected
multi-unit dwellings. 

Further, this proposal will not achieve the desired outcome of helping with housing
affordability. The way to improve housing costs is to increase the housing supply with more
multi-family dwellings (apartments). Penalizing single family homeowners will only reduce
the supply of rentals in EPA and discourage investment in our city. This proposal will also
reduce EPA's tax income, and the proposal does not specify from where the additional funds
will come. 

As a concerned citizen, i demand: 

mailto:wedlick@gmail.com
mailto:rhorst@cityofepa.org


* a thorough independent analysis of the financial impact of this proposal
* a plan to make up any EPA tax income gaps
* a plan to identify and penalize nonprofit and tenant bad actors
* an independent conflict of interest assessment for everyone associated with this proposal
* a series of town hall meetings on this proposal over the course of the next year
* translations of the proposal and all meetings into Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Tongan, and Samoan
* an explanation why the Mayor tried to pass this without all of the above

I moved my family into EPA one year ago and I would like to be part of this vibrant
community. However, I am deeply troubled with proposals like this. 

Thank you, 
Tom Wedlick 
EPA Homeowner and Resident 



From: Anna Romanovskaia
To: Rachel Horst
Subject: EPA Resident is Opposing OPA Ordinance in East Palo Alto - It is necessary to take those actions before moving

forward with it
Date: Tuesday, November 30, 2021 11:17:17 PM

Dear Rachel Horst,

I am strongly opposing the "Opportunity to Purchase" Ordinance that was 
brought to the City Council meeting on November 16 2021.

To me, that was a great disappointment that there was no outreach to East Palo 
Alto Homeowners regarding this Ordinance at all.
I only found out about this ordinance on November 16 2021, at the City Council 
meeting.
The City did not ask the homeowner's opinion on this matter at all.

Also, there are many Homeowners in East Palo Alto who do not speak English.
Due to this, it is necessary that the City will Translate the ordinance into 
Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Samoan, Tongan and other languages that are 
spoken in East Palo Alto, before next meetings on that matter.

This Ordinance will hurt East Palo Alto Homeowners in many ways.
Also, it will deprive the City of East Palo Alto budget of a substantial amount of money 
in Property Taxes and will negatively affect the City in many other ways.
In addition, it will not benefit the renters also, so the Ordinance acts against its 
purpose.

Some points for City Management Team members to consider:

There was no outreach to East Palo Alto Homeowners regarding this 
Ordinance at all.
There was no thorough study conducted on the economic effects of this 
Ordinance.
The Ordinance is not written thoroughly and properly.
The Ordinance included Single Family Homes, while none of other cities that 
have OPA Ordinance included Single Family Homes.
The Ordinance inserts the City of East Palo Alto and select corporations into 
every real estate transaction, enabling them to slow transaction time for a 
home sale from 30 to 280 days
The Ordinance discourages the development of new housing, including ADUs
and apartment buildings
The Ordinance could lower homeowner equity by $500 million -$1 Billion,
causing as much damage as the 2008 housing crisis in East Palo Alto
The Ordinance could result in EPA being forced out of mortgage market
entirely, a return to Redlining

I strongly suggest that City Management Team will perform those actions
before moving further with this Ordinance:
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Open a public discussion on the OPA Ordinance with the Homeowners
Translate the ordinance into Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Samoan, Tongan 
and other languages that are spoken in East Palo Alto - for the next meeting 
on this matter
Conduct thorough study on the economic effects that OPA Ordinance will 
have on the City, Homeowners and renters.

I hope that you will consider my opinion before moving to the next step with 
this Ordinance.

Regards,
Anna Romanovskaia, East Palo Alto resident.



From: 猫 獸
To: Housing
Subject: Comments about EPA OPA
Date: Wednesday, December 1, 2021 9:39:48 PM
Importance: High

Dear office,

I am an EPA resident.

I think the ordinance is a really bad idea.

It will discourage the owner from selling. (Lowing housing supply)
It will discourage the owner from renting and create a lot of owner-move in eviction. (Displace tenants)
It will discourage people to build an ADU (Lowing housing supply)
It will discourage the outside developer to build more housing or improve existing housing.(Lowing
housing supply) Based on the unfriendly atmosphere towards the owners and investors. 
In the long term, it will reduce the housing supply, increase the chance of deferred maintenance and
increase the rent. It will hurt not only the owner but also the tenants too.
Also, why are big companies like woodland apartments not affected by this? Is this solely due to mom
and pop landlords' are easier prayers?   
Looks like the city is working with the ultra rich controlled nonprofits to prey on homeowners and long
term residents. But it is the companies like Facebook, Amazon and Woodland apartments that push the
price of housing to the north. Not homeowners, or mom and pop landlords. Yet Chan Zuckerburg
initiative will benefit from this and companies like Sand hill properties are not affected by this.  How is this
fair in any way? 
This kind of policy is why Trump got elected in 2016. I am not a fan of Trump but I can clearly see you
guys creating more Trump supporters. 
--
Thank you,

Best regards.

An EPA resident.
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From: Joshua Wurzel
To: Housing
Subject: EPA OPA Concern
Date: Wednesday, December 1, 2021 8:09:35 PM

Hello EPA Housing Dept -

Although my property is not subject to the proposed OPA ordinance as I live in my EPA home, I am concerned that
when I sell my home I will see reduced demand because prospective buyers who would want to rent out the property
will be discouraged as there will be limitations when *they* go to sell further down the road.  I suspect that my
market will be exclusively people who want to live in EPA.

Less demand means lower sale price.

What analysis has the City done on the impact in demand (and prices) for owner-occupied homes under this
ordinance, and the subsequent impact in reduction on property taxes that fund our city services and schools?

I’m also not sure that the impact of multiple 30-day windows has been truly considered in an area where homes can 
change hands in as little as 48 hours.  For homes that are affected by the ordinance, few are going to want to wait 30 
days to find out if their offer has been accepted.

Actually, now that I think about it, my house is actually held in my personal (revocable) trust for which I am the 
trustee.  Am I still exempted?

Thank you
-Josh Wurzel
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From: Katie Fantin
To: Housing
Subject: EPA OPA
Date: Wednesday, December 1, 2021 8:26:05 PM

Hello, 
My name is Katie Fantin and I have lived in East Palo since 1994 and have been a
homeowner since 2009. I bought my house for much lower than its worth, because of the
severe economic crisis and my house has almost tripled in price. I did not earn that benefit , I
just happened to purchase at the right time, but in fact, I benefitted from the misfortune of
others and feel that I have a responsibility to be open to options even if they cost me
financially. 

I  have watched countless people move out of the city due to high rents and high housing costs
and I am deeply concerned about the lack of affordable housing in our community. I am in
support of any efforts, to provide creative options to gain more affordable housing but I want
to really understand how this ordinance will help. My questions are: 

1. What data is there for similar communities to EPA that this ordinance will produce more
affordable housing options? I think using Oakland or Berkely as a reference is reasonable but
it's hard to compare communities that have much higher housing stock than we do.

2. I wholeheartedly agree that we should consider actions that impact single-family units,
given the lack of apartments here in the city but if this ordinance moves forward, are there
other plans to increase affordable housing stock in the city, as this ordinance alone would not
provide that many units per year.

3. I am in the permitting process to build an ADU (a converted garage)  a process that has
taken more than a year. The building of ADU's is one way to provide affordable housing
potentially but it seems that there are still significant barriers to them being built, many of
which I have personally experienced. Is there any remedy for this?

4. Has the city considered any ways to rent control ADU's? I realize this could be a
disincentive to build them but at the same time, if there isn't enough new construction in the
city, ADU's may be the only affordable housing option.

5. Has the council considered excluding ADU's from the ordinance, and why or why not?

Ultimately, I do think the City of EPA has an obligation to provide as much affordable
housing as possible, and while this ordinance has some major drawbacks, I understand why
the city is looking in this direction. I just hope we look as carefully as we can at all the best
options, using all the available data to make decisions that allow for the most affordable
housing for the most people. 

Thank you, 

Katie Fantin
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From: Grace Popple <grace.webber@gmail.com>
Date: December 1, 2021 at 1:35:02 PM PST
To: Jaime Fontes <jfontes@cityofepa.org>, cityclerk <cityclerk@cityofepa.org>
Subject: Re: Some questions about tonight's informational meeting (OPA)


+City Clerk in case that is a better person to ask?

Thank you!

Grace

On Wed, 1 Dec 2021 at 16:33, Grace Popple <grace.webber@gmail.com> wrote:

Hello I have some questions about the meeting tonight, I hope you can help
me. I'm working with some other homeowners and want to get the word out
about process.

Can a link to the Draft Ordinance be published alongside the 
Zoom link to the meeting on the City website/postings please?
Who will be there? City officers? Council members? Nonprofit 
representatives? Which? Who will make presentations and with 
what content?
We have been informed that modifications to the Draft Ordinance 
are to be made. Will a revised version of the Draft Ordinance be 
presented at the meeting (or in advance of the meeting and 
when)? Which languages will it be shown in?
Will staff be answering questions already sent and which 
questions will they/won’t they answer in their presentation?
To the extent that the presentation is “making a case” to 
implement the ordinance, is there a chance for a presentation from 
a “counterpoint”?
Will there be an opportunity for direct Q&A where a participant can 
ask a question of a presenter and they can answer it straight 
away, or will all the public comments be batched together?
Will “questions for clarification” be separated from “the public 
sharing their concerns/opinions for council to hear”? What will be 
the time limit for each? Is there a maximum number of each?
What are the possible outcomes regarding the December 7th 
meeting? E.g. is there a chance that Staff will ask for more time to 
make modifications to an Ordinance and push off the schedule 
from December 7th to a subsequent meeting? Could that be 
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decided between Staff and Council at this meeting on the 1st or in 
discussion outside of a meeting? What could happen at the 
December 1st meeting that might influence what happens next?
How long in advance of the December 7th meeting would any 
modified draft ordinance be available for reading, analysis and 
discussion by councilmembers and stakeholders?

Thank you for your help!

Grace Popple
--
________________________________________________________
Grace Popple, nee Webber



From: trproven2@aol.com
To: Housing
Subject: Good meeting Thanks
Date: Wednesday, December 1, 2021 7:33:53 PM

1. I own a town house that has three unrelated tenants.  Is this a "single family dwelling" (SFD)?

2. Rachel said the SFD doesn't have rent protections.  I thought I was limited to a percentage increase
(maybe 5%) annually with my property.

The second question is dependent of the first.  If the property is a SFD and I increase the rent to market
value?

Thanks

TR Proven
703-946-9423
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From: RI_Yahoo
To: Rachel Horst
Subject: I am against EPA OPA Policy Proposal
Date: Wednesday, December 1, 2021 6:04:21 PM

Hi Rachel,

I am a homeowner in East Palo Alto and have been living here since 2017.
I like to strongly voice my disagreement and disapproval of this proposed policy.

This policy does not in anyway solve the low income housing problem, rather it will destroy EPA because:

1. It will reduce the incentive and/or attractiveness of EPA for any potential investor (home buyers, businesses, etc)
to invest (buying a home, invest a business) in EPA.  This in turn reduces potential tax income for the city.
2. This will create a “cap” for how much property value can be, and this OPA will continuously erode the property
value in EPA as long as the OPA is in effect.  Again this will push EPA back to its dark days where no one will
come and invest in this city.
3. The lack of opportunity to receive tax income due to deteriorating property condition in EPA, the city will not be
able to serve the community well.  This in turn again will push EPA back progress back to its darker days.
4. This OPA policy is simple not an American way where a government entity is restricting the homeowners’ ability
to sell his/her property at the market price.

I can go on and on how bad this OPA will damage this beautiful EPA city of ours which has recently attracted a lot 
of good investments from new homeowners and businesses.

Please help us reject this proposal and save our beautiful EPA.

Sincerely,
Rani Indaheng

mailto:rindaheng@yahoo.com
mailto:rhorst@cityofepa.org


From: Imani Lea Brown
To: Carlos Romero; Ruben Abrica; Lisa Yarbrough-Gauthier; Antonio D. Lopez; Regina Wallace-Jones; cityclerk;

Jaime Fontes; Rafael Alvarado; Patrick Heisinger; Rachel Horst
Subject: OPA Ordinance
Date: Wednesday, December 1, 2021 9:15:07 PM

To the mayor, city council, and city staff

I am writing to voice my opposition to the OPA ordinance. 

I am also one of the homeowners that has started the process of building an ADU, encouraged by the city, only to
now discover that this ordinance can drastically and negatively impact my investment.  It has already been an
unsettling process, and now I cannot even have the confidence that I will have reliable leverage if I make the
investment. The elements of the ordinance that discourage homeowners like myself who were planning to build, go
in direct opposition to the stated goals of the ordinance.

EPA has no mainstream banks, no mainstream grocery stores, limited sidewalks, failing infrastructure, no ability to
enforce the existing codes, no control of the fireworks and bombs going off year-round, every street has failing
sewer lines, traffic is atrocious, the street sweepers and parking enforcement show up on an unpredictable
schedule... Yet this is the focus?  It has a far-fetched hope of helping a handful of tenants, if any,  buy homes. It is
appalling that the city has taken this on while so many of these other issues remain. 

I sat in on all three-plus hours of the meeting on Wednesday evening, and the points made by concerned
homeowners are overwhelmingly accurate and relevant.  If the city decides to push this through in light of all of the
concerns, it will be crystal clear that the city's objectives are not in the best interest of the entire community.  

If the city wants to help mitigate displacement, encourage homeownership, and help with affordable housing it
should put time and effort into financial literacy, education, and job readiness initiatives. Fix the community from
the inside out and do not place this strain on the good people who are just trying to make a way for their families.

The city has no place in real estate transactions, and like many others, I am at a loss as to how this ordinance does
not violate the fundamental rights of your residents. 

Thank you. 
Imani Lea Brown
East Palo Alto Homeowner
Resident since 1983

mailto:imanilea@gmail.com
mailto:cromero@cityofepa.org
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mailto:pheisinger@cityofepa.org
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From: D w
To: Housing
Subject: Questions about EPA OPA
Date: Wednesday, December 1, 2021 9:28:20 PM

Dear office,
Questions:
1.If I own a condo unit, would it be treated like multi family or single family dwelling?

2.When the city/nonprofit/tenant "matches" a 3rd party offer, will they match all the terms or
just the price. If the price is the same but even the 3rd party offer has a shorter closing period,
am I still forced to accept the city/nonprofit/tenant's offer?

3. If I go through the entire process, wait xxx days and reject the city/nonprofit/tenant's offer.
Only after that I put my property openly on the market, would that be complying with the
city's ordinance?

-- 
Thank you,

David Wu

mailto:cats881119@gmail.com
mailto:housing@cityofepa.org


From: Maya Brusilovskaya
To: Carlos Romero; Ruben Abrica; Lisa Yarbrough-Gauthier; Antonio D. Lopez; Regina Wallace-Jones; Jaime Fontes;

Rafael Alvarado; Patrick Heisinger; Rachel Horst
Cc: Maya Brusilovskaya; Lana Portnov; lenavsavva@gmail.com; mark@dinanrecruiting.com
Subject: Stop EPA COPA-Petition
Date: Wednesday, December 1, 2021 3:51:13 PM
Attachments: petition_signatures_jobs_31452550_20211201225128.pdf

Dear City Counsel & City Management Team,
As of this moment 520 EPA home owners signed the Petition that clearly explains to all how
we feel about the proposal. Our petition has over 24600 views and shares. We are looking
forward to the fact that our opinion will matter.
Signature list with names for the owner occupied and absentee owners attached to this email

https://chng.it/TcyVByN45j  -Link

PETITION:
Dear Mayor,City Council Members & City Management Team,

We address our message to you as homeowners and part of the community of the city of East
Palo Alto.  We are outraged with the City COPA activities conducted in a secretive manner
without involving and informing homeowners. The COPA ordinance, in the way it is written, will
hurt the city and its residents in multiple ways and cause a huge financial loss to homeowners.
It will not bring any benefits to renters either.

References to the COPA ordinance in San Francisco as precedent are absolutely misleading
in many aspects including

- in the SF COPA applies to 3 and more unit properties, not single family homes (+ADU)

- the time limits given to participants are 5-10 times less (for example, 5 days versus 30 or 60
in EPA)

- homeowners' money lost from not being able to use the 1031 Exchange.

All the undersigned found out about the COPA on November 17 after the first reading only
thanks to active members of the EPA community and did not receive anything about the
COPA from the City staff.

Compared to the SF COPA the EPA ordinance is outrageously abusive, which explains to us
why it is done in secret.

In its current state the ordinance will expose homeowners to financial losses, it will cause
harm to the City budget, will result in litigation, and it will demotivate builders and investors.

mailto:maya@sapphirerealtor.com
mailto:cromero@cityofepa.org
mailto:rabrica@cityofepa.org
mailto:lgauthier@cityofepa.org
mailto:alopez@cityofepa.org
mailto:rwallacejones@cityofepa.org
mailto:jfontes@cityofepa.org
mailto:ralvarado@cityofepa.org
mailto:pheisinger@cityofepa.org
mailto:rhorst@cityofepa.org
mailto:maya@sapphirerealtor.com
mailto:svetlanap@hotmail.com
mailto:lenavsavva@gmail.com
mailto:mark@dinanrecruiting.com
https://chng.it/TcyVByN45j



Name City State Postal Code Country Signed On
Maya Brusil San Jose CA US 11/25/21
Mark Dinan East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/27/21
Elena Savva East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Elena MarinaMenlo Park CA 94025 US 11/28/21
Olga Kulik East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Ekaterina MikolenkoMouton cir CA 94303 US 11/28/21
Natalia MatveyevEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Alexander TsyplikhinEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Anna TsyplikhinaEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Jose Mancia San FranciscoCA 94110 US 11/28/21
Nina ZaytsevaPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/28/21
Dixie-Lee Specht-SchulzPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/28/21
Miguel MorenoEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Adam Idoine US 11/28/21
Alexandra DolgashevPalo Alto CA 94301 US 11/28/21
Monica AlbayatyEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Jesus Ochoa Palo Alto CA 94303 US 11/28/21
Lev Igoudin East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Socorro LopezMenlo Park CA 94303 US 11/28/21
Aida Gray Redway CA 95560 US 11/28/21
Assol dolgashevaPalo Alto CA 94301 US 11/28/21
Valery DolgashevEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Mark Sterin mountain viewCA 94043 US 11/28/21
Gary Li East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Edgar Mejia San FranciscoCA 94112 US 11/28/21
Calista McCracken GarciaEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Alla PetrashenEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Priyanka GurjarHayward CA 94303 US 11/28/21
Zaineb Al QazwiniEast palo altoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Werner RogmansPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/28/21
George ShawEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Colin BookmanSan Jose CA 95141 US 11/28/21
Jose Buttler Menlo Park CA 94025 US 11/28/21
Salina MartinezOakland 94621 US 11/28/21
Seina WedlickEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Randy Olsen East Palo AltoCA US 11/28/21
Thomas WedlickEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Mohamed AhmadEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Zee Olsen East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Joni PodolskyPalo Alto CA 94301 US 11/28/21
Sayan Mitra East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Fletcher CorneliaEAST Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21







Chandana Rattehalli US 11/28/21
Regnier RobinEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Elena GrinenkoEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Amy Bayani East Palo altoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Consuelo MartinezSecaucus 7094 US 11/28/21
Allison Gr US 11/28/21
Heather Bee Bandon 97411 US 11/28/21
Anna RomanovskaiaEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Luke MargheimColumbia 65202 US 11/28/21
david rooker Rockford 49341 US 11/28/21
Giuliana GarciaEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
YUSSER Taqi serdang 43300 Malaysia 11/28/21
Walker KelloggEast Palo AltoCA 94030 US 11/28/21
Kurt V east palo altoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Neda CvijeticEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Sheneth BellAlberoMenlo Park CA 94025 US 11/28/21
Jennifer Liu Palo Alto CA 94306 US 11/28/21
Harry Chu East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Carol Li Menlo Park CA 94025 US 11/28/21
Hong Zhso Green Brook NJ 8812 US 11/28/21
Li Deng Saratoga CA 95070 US 11/28/21
Anna Xu San Jose CA 95148 US 11/28/21
Lucy Li Palo Alto CA 94303 US 11/28/21
Jasmin MeadPortland OR 97219 US 11/28/21
Jackson ElliottCincinnati 45244 US 11/28/21
Victor Liu East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Alfred Chang East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Lisa Lingou YangSaratoga CA 95070 US 11/28/21
Xiaobing Sun Palo Alto CA 94303 US 11/28/21
joseph xu Palo Alto CA 94303 US 11/28/21
Simon Weng Palo Alto CA 94306 US 11/28/21
Michelle ZhengPalo Alto CA 94306 US 11/28/21
Jung Chang Palo Alto CA 94303 US 11/28/21
Bruce Chen Palo Alto CA 94301 US 11/28/21
Jim Wen Sunnyvale CA 94086 US 11/28/21
Hina Tuiono Palo Alto CA 94303 US 11/28/21
Joyce W Sunnyvale CA 94086 US 11/28/21
Vivian Wang Burlingame CA 94010 US 11/28/21
Y Li East palo altoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
K Young Portola ValleyCA 94028 US 11/28/21
Bin Li San Jose CA 95129 US 11/28/21
Anna Khan Palo Alto CA 94303 US 11/28/21
jovi johnson West Monroe 71291 US 11/28/21







Zhen Yan Menlo Park CA 94025 US 11/28/21
Jessica Yen Sunnyvale CA 94086 US 11/28/21
Wei Li East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Jiatong Chen San FranciscoCA 94110 US 11/28/21
Sherry FlamerEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Anne Wang Mountain ViewCA 94041 US 11/28/21
Kendra HakenEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Lisa Liu Cupertino CA 95014 US 11/28/21
Anna SavchenkoPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/28/21
Yaowei Li San Jose CA 95129 US 11/28/21
xiang liang palo alto CA 94303 US 11/28/21
Gene Gan East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Veder Garcia East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Dana Chao Menlo Park CA 94025 US 11/28/21
Lin Li Redwood CityCA 94061 US 11/28/21
Samyuktha AswadhatiSunnyvale CA 94086 US 11/28/21
Abigail Marzano US 11/28/21
Logan Smith Crestview 32536 US 11/28/21
Liying Xie Palo Alto CA 94306 US 11/28/21
Людмил ГригоровConcord 94519 US 11/28/21
Mesiyah JacksonAtlanta 30316 US 11/28/21
Kaye Mason Palo Alto CA 94303 US 11/28/21
Malcolm Lee Burlingame CA 94010 US 11/28/21
David Xun Union City CA 94587 US 11/28/21
Ping Zhang Sunnyvale CA 94087 US 11/28/21
Al Johnson East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Michael ChengSan FranciscoCA 94114 US 11/28/21
Christina Lee San Mateo CA 94401 US 11/28/21
John Lee Burlingame CA 94010 US 11/28/21
Charle Chan South San FranciscoCA 94080 US 11/28/21
Michael FuertePembroke Pines 33029 US 11/28/21
Sonia Barnes New York NY 10019 US 11/28/21
Marlene YoungE Palo Alto CA 94303 US 11/28/21
Maura Joyce Burlingame CA 94010 US 11/28/21
Jeffrey Smith East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Rolana SmithEast Palo AltoCA 94705 US 11/28/21
ILIYA ZAMEK Menlo Park CA 94025 US 11/28/21
Lisa Si East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Bonnie ZhangEAST PALO ALTOCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Sean Moran Forestville CA 95436 US 11/28/21
Martin Joyce Pacifica CA 94044 US 11/28/21
Roberto SanchezBellflower CA 90706 US 11/28/21
Yan Li Sunnyvale CA 94087 US 11/28/21







Pearl Lin San FranciscoCA 94122 US 11/28/21
Nina Helmer Palo Alto CA 94306 US 11/28/21
Mickie Lee San FranciscoCA 94122 US 11/28/21
Robert Chan Daly City CA 94015 US 11/28/21
Baylee SchwartzLos Angeles CA 90063 US 11/28/21
Maria AmbrizMenlo Park CA 94025 US 11/28/21
Catherine MooreLos Angeles 90036 US 11/28/21
Aretha Lee San Jose CA 95129 US 11/28/21
Yolanda RangelOrange county 92649 US 11/28/21
Savino GiovandoScottsdale 85259 US 11/28/21
Anessa HardinMassillon 44646 US 11/28/21
Linda Freyta Lakewood CO 80226 US 11/28/21
Michele GribbleHavre De Grace 21078 US 11/28/21
Heidi Sanel East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
jean Maa Sunnyvale CA 94086 US 11/28/21
Dan Pan Los Gatos CA 95032 US 11/28/21
Davena GentryPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/28/21
Yuefeng Xie East Palo AltoCA 94301 US 11/28/21
Bonnie Liu Cupertino CA 95014 US 11/28/21
Sham Pieper East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Derek Thurn East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
sofia avendañoPalo Alto CA 94306 US 11/28/21
WingTai Lam Sunnyvale CA 94086 US 11/28/21
DELIA VARGASEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
George Wu Berkeley CA 94702 US 11/28/21
Ying Cui Palo Alto CA 94301 US 11/28/21
Jeis Pinon East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
José Pinon East Palo altoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
brad gray Redway CA 95560 US 11/28/21
janella kremesecPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/28/21
Natalie Gabovicheast palo altoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Eugene RobinsonPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/28/21
Susan CheongDaly City CA 94015 US 11/28/21
Moutaiah KhabazaEast Palo altoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Johanna BentzRast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/28/21
Lynda Chao East Plato CA 94303 US 11/28/21
Moses HerreraHayward CA 94544 US 11/28/21
Avery Eager Edmond 73012 US 11/28/21
Suemei Jiang Palo Alto CA 94306 US 11/28/21
paulina duncanRichmond 23225 US 11/28/21
Lana PortnovSunnyvale CA 94087 US 11/28/21
Mikhail PortnovSunnyvale CA 94087 US 11/28/21
Julia Sterin East Palo altoCA 94303 US 11/29/21







roger proulx north providence 2904 US 11/29/21
Lujan Eltair Morgantown 26501 US 11/29/21
Aaron Blair US 11/29/21
Rod Palmer Atlanta 30309 US 11/29/21
Semhar gebremeskel KS US 11/29/21
Edward TorresMenlo Park CA 94025 US 11/29/21
Mirza Ochoa East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/29/21
Yong Zheng Saratoga CA 95070 US 11/29/21
Belinda WangCupertino CA 95014 US 11/29/21
Sylvia BrantleyMenlo Park CA 94025 US 11/29/21
Imani Brown East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/29/21
Jeff Chen East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/29/21
sharon liu palo alto CA 94303 US 11/29/21
Xuebing Xie Palo Alto CA 94306 US 11/29/21
Jeff Tu Palo Alto CA 94303 US 11/29/21
Terri Vines East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/29/21
Charity PhamVolo 60073 US 11/29/21
Joseph MundacaParker CO 80134 US 11/29/21
Malia Fihaki East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/29/21
Andrew Lee East Palo AltoCA 94025 US 11/29/21
Valerie Leonardmonroe 8831 US 11/29/21
Jeanne Yu Palo Alto CA 94303 US 11/29/21
María Cruz Palo Alto CA 94301 US 11/29/21
RENEE DeVRIESDenver CO 80222 US 11/29/21
RICHARD Contreras JRFort Wayne 46807 US 11/29/21
Adrian VanderploegChicago 60555 US 11/29/21
Sophia Evans Indianapolis 46222 US 11/29/21
Yugang Cui East Palo AltoCA 94301 US 11/29/21
Helen BernsteinPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/29/21
Austin Ward Corvallis OR 97330 US 11/29/21
David Dunn Cleveland 37323 US 11/29/21
Timyzia JohnsonLong Beach 39560 US 11/29/21
Jason Burke Garland 75044 US 11/29/21
Mylah Alfaro Niagara Falls 14301 US 11/29/21
pro hecker San Antonio 78247 US 11/29/21
Emerita MaciasPalo Alto CA 94306 US 11/29/21
Joyce Liu Palo Alto CA 94306 US 11/29/21
Amir Siassi Los Angeles CA 90049 US 11/29/21
Sergiy TaranovEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/29/21
ANTONINA TARANOVAEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/29/21
John Kramer Marshfield 2050 US 11/29/21
Andrea ArroyoSan Diego 92123 US 11/29/21
shallan adamsMilwaukie OR 97267 US 11/29/21







Garance LowensteinScottsdale 85251 US 11/29/21
Michael Scolari US 11/29/21
Eric CastanedaPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/29/21
Drake DiedrichPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/29/21
Shad Green Carrollton TX 75006 US 11/29/21
Matthew CarrollPalo Alto CA 94306 US 11/29/21
Nolaumi VainikoloEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/29/21
Grace Tian Somerville MA 2145 US 11/29/21
Yuannong XueSanta Clara CA 95050 US 11/29/21
DARLENE MuirheadIndependenceMO 64057 US 11/29/21
suruj narayanPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/29/21
William O'MeliaIndio CA 92201 US 11/29/21
Nick Oshea Glen Oaks 11004 US 11/29/21
Maddy FausnaughtWilliamsport 17701 US 11/29/21
Rosa Montes US 11/29/21
Tami LukachyHenderson 89014 US 11/29/21
Jaelynn SherwoodOklahoma City 73127 US 11/29/21
Shemiya MitchellVivian 71082 US 11/29/21
Dick Wycich East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/29/21
Donald wleklinskiTerre Haute IN 47803 US 11/29/21
Eframe GenemoSpringfield VA 22152 US 11/29/21
Maura PalmerSebastopol CA 95472 US 11/29/21
Kent George Denver 80237 US 11/29/21
Jack GalbraithEaston 18042 US 11/29/21
Anna Dorsch Charlotte 28205 US 11/29/21
Elaine GutierrezPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/29/21
Estela GuerreroEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/29/21
Frank ArsenaultSan Mateo CA 94404 US 11/29/21
Renee LeBlancEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/29/21
Maria Zavala Palo Alto CA 94306 US 11/29/21
Jaxon Thurgoodsalem 84653 US 11/29/21
Daxton HanceySalem 84653 US 11/29/21
Benjamin TarkentonCharlotte 28211 US 11/29/21
Lupe AlcantarPalo Alto CA 94306 US 11/29/21
Cade HermanOak Ridge NJ 7438 US 11/29/21
Lisbeth Cruz Bronx 10460 US 11/29/21
Gianna PezzellaSunnyvale 94085 US 11/29/21
Fernanda SmithMundelein 60060 US 11/29/21
Lauren VanderVeenAustin TX 78731 US 11/29/21
Kate Hikes Oceanside 92054 US 11/29/21
Travis the catCarson City 89703 US 11/29/21
Pablo Daneshmand US 11/29/21
Timothy WiseJane lew 26378 US 11/29/21







Estrella UribeLincoln 68521 US 11/29/21
Gracie CzubikWestfield 46032 US 11/29/21
Luis Romero Staten Island 10311 US 11/29/21
Chase JansonHouston 48376 US 11/29/21
Griffin PerkinsHampton 3842 US 11/29/21
Kaushal KantawalaEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Webster LincolnEAST PALO ALTOCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Nola Butler Palo Alto CA 94301 US 11/30/21
Bernadette CiritEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Domingo HuertaOakland CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Mahesh RattehalliPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Ramiro MaciasPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Domingo Huerta SrPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Noah Huerta Palo Alto CA 94501 US 11/30/21
Cristina HuertaPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Silvia Urena East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Karina FrohmanCanonsburg 15317 US 11/30/21
Braylon German US 11/30/21
Shailesh A Palo Alto CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Linda Dyk Mooresville 28117 US 11/30/21
Nguyen Phuong Thi LeSingapore 160122 Singapore 11/30/21
Lee CampbellSherman 75090 US 11/30/21
Rabia Khan Brooklyn 11230 US 11/30/21
Jennifer GARRETTEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Cherrylene Berdos RubaQueens NY 11373 US 11/30/21
Edward WeimerAtlanta GA 30349 US 11/30/21
John MontgomeryEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Yasmine HortonBessemer 35020 US 11/30/21
Carly Lodge East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Martin ArulrajSanta Clara CA 95050 US 11/30/21
harsha kavuriEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Bryan Obi Carrollton TX 75007 US 11/30/21
Taylor Habib Severn 21144 US 11/30/21
Kyleigh StockertDetroit 48219 US 11/30/21
Romain TanierePalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Lorena MendezEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Andy Cruz epa CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Cidy Yang East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Alfonso GuzmanPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Angelica HuesoPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Lourdes LopezPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Ngzaiyda CorderoBrooklyn 11225 US 11/30/21
Penny OvertonWhite Pigeon 49099 US 11/30/21







Luis Guzmán East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Britney MeneesEast Peoria 61611 US 11/30/21
Mark TipaldoManahawkin 8050 US 11/30/21
Debbie Bryant US 11/30/21
Angelica SalasPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Kim Nguyen Rowland Heights 91748 US 11/30/21
Dan Ji East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Alexander SviridovEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Vladimir MatveyevEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Ilya Marin EAST PALO ALTOCA 94303 US 11/30/21
SIMON BINNSEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Sophie Ravel East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Sheng Jiang East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Jose Calvillo East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Mackenzie ServeyLayton 84041 US 11/30/21
Pilar Herrera Bronx 10463 US 11/30/21
Jayden BreezeMount Orab 45154 US 11/30/21
Yi Wang San Jose CA 95132 US 11/30/21
Ma Yazmin García hernandezPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Kathy FranklinEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Fred Flamer East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Nikhil MoorthyEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
William SchulzEast PALO AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Federico AndradeEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Joaquina TrujilloEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Sergiy ZaytsevPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Nehel KhananiEast Palo AltoCA 94403 US 11/30/21
Regina Wallace-JonesMenlo Park CA 94025 US 11/30/21
Rogelio TrejoPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Icaro VazquezEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Liudmila MarinaEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Juan Ortiz Mountain ViewCA 94040 US 11/30/21
Alden Chang Palo Alto CA 94306 US 11/30/21
Frank KuhlmannEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Thanh TruongLos Angeles 90009 US 11/30/21
Scott Pham San Diego CA 92131 US 11/30/21
Jason FoulgerPhoenix AZ 85016 US 11/30/21
Lufan Chen East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Parvin Bari Rescue CA 95672 US 11/30/21
Kenneth Harris, Sr.E Palo Alto CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Anees Iqbal East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Elena SaldivarPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Niambi LincolnEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21







Louis GARRETTEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Ravi Sastry East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Алла ПетрашеньPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Toni HamiltonDetroit 48 US 11/30/21
Natalia VerklerEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Valeriy AseykinPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/30/21
William BohallMadera 93637 US 11/30/21
Debra LaymanEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Li Wang Palo Alto CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Libier GuzmanEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
jo scheffel Upper Black Eddy 18972 US 11/30/21
Delmy De LoaPalo Alto CA 94301 US 11/30/21
Vasyl HafiychukMenlo Park CA 94025 US 11/30/21
Axel Vital New Bedford 2746 US 11/30/21
Juan RodríguezRichland 99352 US 11/30/21
Lyudmila BermanPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Serenity PickendAnaheim 92801 US 11/30/21
Kyria Brown Chicago 60638 US 11/30/21
Noby Joseph Fremont CA 94555 US 11/30/21
Richard DaltonRedwood CityCA 94062 US 11/30/21
Pam SchmidtEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Anatoly VarfolomeevPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Vera A East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Andrew KarnaniEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Jonathan KwanEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Aleksandar KrsticMenlo Park CA 94025 US 11/30/21
Lucia Casu East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Corinne AchiepoEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Yansheng ZhaiPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Howard ChaoMenlo Park CA 94025 US 11/30/21
Ellen CookmanEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Darya LarizadehEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Ping Xiao Menlo Park CA 94025 US 11/30/21
Madhuri NandellaPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Adam Tavin Palo Alto CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Natalia SimanovskaiaPalo alto CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Claire Kelley Denver 80205 US 11/30/21
Lilee WilliamsonRoyal Oak 48073 US 11/30/21
Xie Odyssey Los Angeles 90017 US 11/30/21
David HooverCliffside Park 7010 US 11/30/21
Stephen ContrerasPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Eric Wiese Staten Island 10301 US 11/30/21
Melissa MedinaEast Palo altoCA 94303 US 11/30/21







Claudia OrtegaStanford CA 94305 US 11/30/21
Lisa Hing East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Bruce Wang East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Ann Zaretski East Palo AltoCA 94612 US 11/30/21
Michael BaumPalo Alto CA 94301 US 11/30/21
Andrew EssaryEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Austin Ellois Baton Rouge LA 70817 US 11/30/21
Tina Arora Fremont 94536 US 11/30/21
Giovanni GreggErlanger 41018 US 11/30/21
Stan Anson Goose Creek 29445 US 11/30/21
Rashit NabievEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Alyssa MomtaheniBurlingame CA 94010 US 11/30/21
James GarritySuccasunna 7876 US 11/30/21
Benjamin Rhoades US 11/30/21
Alisha JohnsonWest Barnstable 2668 US 11/30/21
George Wilcox US 11/30/21
Antoinette HuertaPalo Alto CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Jennifer GardnerFrankfort 40601 US 11/30/21
Angel BeltranDallas 75228 US 11/30/21
betty winholtzmorro bay CA 93442 US 11/30/21
YAOXIONG HUEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Frank Gonzales Jr.Plymouth MI 48170-1955 US 11/30/21
Bruce JacksonEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Irina Berman Palo Alto CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Rashmi GoyalEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Etzar CisnerosBirmingham AL 35206 US 11/30/21
heidi elowitchnewbury parkCA 91320 US 11/30/21
Elena Kogan East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Sean Kurtela East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Ivan Nunez 2268 Addison Avenue east palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
ngoc duong Sunnyvale CA 94086 US 11/30/21
Tamara Noël SwartGoodrich MI 48438-9654 US 11/30/21
Kate Fomina Alameda CA 94501 US 11/30/21
Shashi Khatri Palo Alto CA 94306 US 11/30/21
Maksym SavchenkoEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
David TadlockSan Jose CA 95132 US 11/30/21
Ashiyana IqbalEast Palo altoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Anton RusanovLos Altos CA 94024 US 11/30/21
Jean Hu East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Noemi RuelasLos altos CA 94022 US 11/30/21
Thuy Linh ChuEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Anoop Goyal E Palo Alto CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Marco Loo Los Angeles CA 90014 US 11/30/21







Jurgen Plitt Newark CA 94560 US 11/30/21
fred bould east palo altoCA 94303 US 11/30/21
Tamara TsaturyanEPA CA 94303 US 11/30/21
Diana MazueraEast palo altoCA 94303 US 12/1/21
Qing Zhang San Mateo CA 94401 US 12/1/21
Joseph Yang Palo Alto CA 94303 US 12/1/21
Anthony Hu Palo Alto CA 94303 US 12/1/21
Kelly EagletonEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 12/1/21
mukul agarwalPalo Alto CA 94306 US 12/1/21
Mike Carpe Amsterdam NY 12010 US 12/1/21
Ginny Chen East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 12/1/21
Kelly Witt Palo Alto CA 94303 US 12/1/21
Ronni FrazierColumbus OH 43224 US 12/1/21
Tiffany HankePalo Alto CA 94303 US 12/1/21
Doris Ward Little River SC 29566 US 12/1/21
Homa Fard Palo Alto CA 94303 US 12/1/21
Irina TulyakovaEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 12/1/21
Dayra Dyer East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 12/1/21
Socorro Barajas-NevarezPalo Alto CA 94301 US 12/1/21
Blaise GassendPalo Alto CA 94303 US 12/1/21
Mar C San Antonio TX 78227 US 12/1/21
Mary Ann ViverosMayfield Hts.OH 44124 US 12/1/21
Ram Niwas East Palo AltoCA 94303-2554 US 12/1/21
Alan eagletonEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 12/1/21
Sergei Khan Palo Alto CA 94303 US 12/1/21
Elena Khan Palo Alto CA 94303 US 12/1/21
Halyna HafiychukMenlo Park CA 94025 US 12/1/21
Mariya HafiychukMenlo Park CA 94025 US 12/1/21
Stas ZvinyatskovskyEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 12/1/21
Kevin KeatingEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 12/1/21
Anil Kumar East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 12/1/21
Lauren Yu East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 12/1/21
Olga GOLUBEVPalo Alto CA 94303 US 12/1/21
David HaskinsSan Diego CA 92105 US 12/1/21
Rosita AlcarazEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 12/1/21
Heloisa ArantesMenlo Park CA 94303 US 12/1/21
Katie LipovskyEast Palo AltoCA 94306 US 12/1/21
Aaron Carter East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 12/1/21
Michaela GiffordPalo Alto CA 94303 US 12/1/21
Erika Perez Palo Alto CA 94301 US 12/1/21
Darren YukihiroEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 12/1/21
Xiaoyun Sun E Palo Alto CA 94303 US 12/1/21
Xiaoyan Zhu East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 12/1/21







Xia Gao East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 12/1/21
Ryan Cai Los Angeles CA 90032 US 12/1/21
Mabell HerreraEast Palo altoCA 94303 US 12/1/21
Guadalupe Aceves DuenasPalo Alto CA 94301 US 12/1/21
Andrew Lim Palo Alto CA 94303 US 12/1/21
Jenny Zhang Hyannis MA 2601 US 12/1/21
Susan Baka Carmichael CA 95608 US 12/1/21
Nicholas SaundersBellevue 68123 US 12/1/21
Shirley MortonMenlo Park CA 94025 US 12/1/21
Zishu Lin East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 12/1/21
Ce Cole DillonPalo Alto CA 94306 US 12/1/21
Michael ZhangEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 12/1/21
Weiping Xie East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 12/1/21
Kevin JohnsonEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 12/1/21
Adit Naor East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 12/1/21
Parul AgarwalSan Jose CA 95141 US 12/1/21
Annie JenkinsPalo Alto CA 94303 US 12/1/21
Zhengzheng XiE Palo Alto CA 94303 US 12/1/21
Edward MackE. Palo Alto CA 94303 US 12/1/21
Ricky Wong Palo Alto CA 94306 US 12/1/21
YiShan ZhangEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 12/1/21
Borys Senyk East Palo AltoCA 94303 US 12/1/21
William GrossmanEast Palo AltoCA 94303 US 12/1/21
Maroussia BRYSPalo Alto CA 94303 US 12/1/21







Home owners will build fewer ADUs on their lots.

We Demand:

- Open public discussion of the COPA ordinance with owners invited

- Enough time for informing all the interested parties

- Translating the ordinance into Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Tongan, Samoan and other
languages spoken in the city of EPA.

- organizing the discussion in those same languages, so, non speaking owners might fully
participate.

I truly hope, that the City Council will take our opinion into consideration.

520 have signed. Let’s get to 1,000!

At 1,000 signatures, this petition is more likely to be featured in recommendations!

East Palo Alto City Counsel: Stop EPA COPA

Share on Facebook



Maya Brusil

DRE# 01775355
maya@sapphirerealtor.com
415.722.1037
www.sapphirerealtor.com

"It is Better to Own Real Estate and Wait Than Wait to Own Real Estate" By the way, ALL my business comes from referrals. If you know
of anyone looking to buy, sell or refinance their homes, please let me know. I promise to provide them with the highest level of customer
service!

https://cdpn.io/residecreative/fullpage/sapphirerealtor.com
mailto:maya@sapphirerealtor.com
tel:14157221037
https://sapphirerealtor.com/
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